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The purpose of this thesis in to identify and analyze the

potential capabilities and limitations of the modeling and

simulation (N&S) strategy used by the U.S. Army for

acquisition purposes. This thesis considers the Army's

current acquisition process, * &S technologies and the Army's

organizational infrastructure to ascertain whether or not they

adequately address cited goals. Specifically, the

prograematics of DoD's 5000 series are evaluated to see if

they support the concurrent processes afforded by K&S.

The research indicates that the Army should focus on

enhancing its requirements generation process by adequately

supporting its Battle Labs. The degree to which H&S vill

impact the Amy acquisition process is dependent on how well

X&S and Battle Labs are represented in the Future Years

Defense Plan. Recommendations in the areas of acquisition

programmatics and ArMy organizational infrastructure are

provided in an attempt to enhance the application of H&S in

the Army's acquisition process. F"
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a. IuaiOsB

The purpose of this thesis is to identify, describe, and

analyze the potential capabilities and limitations of the

modeling and simulation (N&S) strategy used by the U.S. Army

for acquisition purposes. From the analysis a set of

recommendations in the areas of acquisition progrommatics,

technology infrastructure, and organizational infrastructure

are provided in an attempt to enhance the application of XAS

in the Army's acquisition process.

N. MDARCHOUND

Kodeling and simulation represents an explosive growth

industry within the U. S. Defense Department. The technologies

comprising these revolutionary techniques are receiving

increasingly wider application among the Services, and in

particular the Army, as the Depaxtment of Defense (DoD) budget

continues to plummet. (Williaas,1993,p.16)

As X&S capabilities increase, and the amount of defense

spending decreases, XIS surfaces as a more critical aspect of

a weapon system's acquisition strategy. This technology 0

portends reduction of costly mistakes by allowing the Army to

define and test its requirements very early in the acquisition

cycle.



Lieutenant General William H. Forster, the Military Deputy

to the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development

and Acquisition), reinforced the need for NAS integration into

the Army acquisition process. In his 24 May 1993 Memorandum

for the Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command

and all Program Executive Officers, under the subject of

"Simulation Support to the Army*, LTG Forster states: S

The Army Science Board and Defense Science Board have
recently studied the potential improvements to DoD
acquisition offered by advanced simulation, particularly
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS). Both concluded
that simulation can improve acquisition from concept to •
fielding through such innovations as: virtual
prototyping; engineering simulation; linking of
constructive, virtual and/or live simulations; assisting
the user in execution of experiments in employment
tactics; user test design and critical issue
identification; and improved training prior to fielding.

The Army is leading the way for DoD in simulation with
such initiatives as Battlefield Distributed Simulation-
Developmental, Close Combat Tactical Trainer, and DIS
Modernization and Master Plans. We need to take full
advantage from concept to fielding. Effective second
quarter fiscal year 1994, all Army acquisition strategies $
for Acquisition Category I and II programs will include a
simulation support plan. Additionally, the simulation
support plan must be included in the Program Manager's
ASARC briefing. Other programs may be tasked by the Army
Acquisition Executive to include a simulation support
plan. (Forster, 1993,p. 1)

Simulation technologies as evidenced by LTG Forster's

comments are the focal point of intensive research. Advances

are rapidly unfolding in this arena and Pentagon interest,

which usually translates into increasing funding, is regarded

as intense. Experts point to the absolute necessity of

2



developing and fielding an improved M&S architectur3 for

readiness, operations and acquisition. (Williams,1993,p.16)

The Army's I&S resources hava been predominantly used in

the areas of training and analysis. The Army has increased

the capability of its high resolution modeling facilities and

is making dramatic progress in the area of three dimensional

simulation. These advancements have generated high

expectations that within the next few years the M&S community

will field the requisite fidelity and distributed capabilities

needed to streamline the current acquisition process.

C. 5EUZ O3jUCTZY

This thesis considers the Army's current acquisition

process, N&S technologies and the Army's organizational

infrastructure to ascertain whether or not they adequately

address cited goals. Specifically, the programmatics of DoD's

5000 series, which addresses the policies and procedures for

DoD and Army acquisition, are evaluated to see if they support

the concurrent processes afforded by H&S. Secondly, the near,

aid, and long range capabilities of the Army's M&S

technologies are assessed to ascertain what level of

confidence acquisition professionals and DoD leaders should

place in these assets. Finally, the Army's current

organizational structure is evaluated to determine whether it

can facilitate the successful implementation of M&S technology

for acquisition streamlining.

3



D. Zui=aa ounSyZon8

The primary research question of this thesis is:

* What constructs can be formulated which enable modeling
and simulation to impact beneficially on the Army
acquisition process?

The three subsidiary questions are:

"* Does the DoD 5000 series support the vision of strehalined
acquisition through the use of modeling and simulation?

"* Can this vision of increased use of modeling and
simulation, within the Army acquisition process, be
pupported by the current allotment of Research,
Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) funding?

"* Does the Army's organizational structure maximize the
potential of modeling and simulation on the acquisition
process?

B. SCOPE ADD no ZTAT!Z'IM

Three major areas are analyzed to determine the best

method, and potential pitfalls, of irtegrating current and

future U&S capabilities into the Army's acquisition

architecture. They are: acquisition programmatics; Army

acquisition organizational structure; and the Army's K&S

technology infrastructure. All three represent critical and

interdependent portions of the acquisition process that must

be evaluated if the objective of acquisition streamlining is

to be met.

A major portion of the thesis concentrates on the

applicability of the current DoD 5000 series regulating U.S.

4



Defense acquisition. While the DoD 5000 series covers all

four Services' acquisition policy this paper focuses solely on

its impacts within the U.S. Army.

The e&S strategy presented includes most major MIS

programs ongoing at the time this document vas written but is

not inclusive of all technologies residing within the MI&S

architecture. The programs mentioned do, however, cover

technologies from the major areas within the NIS community to

provide the reader an appreciation for the capabilities

derived from the integration of these assets.

Organizational issues discussed are limited to the Major

Commands or Offices within the Department of the Army that

deal directly, or primarily, with Army acquisition policy and

issues.

1t. X!U IzU W AD lidO

Research data were obtained from professional materials,

articles, previous theses, DoD and Army manuals and briefings,

and personal interviews. Information on current M&S programs

was obtained from various Army Training and Doctrine Command

(TRADOC) Analysis Centers (TRACs), the Institute for

Simulation and Training at the University of Central Florida,

the Army's Simulation, Training and Instrumentation Command

(STRICON), the Test and Experimentation Command (TEXCON), and

the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO).

S

S



Moet of the research was conducted during on-site visits

or telephone interviews. The major thrusts of questions asked

focused on whether the Army is postured in terms of policy,

technology, funding and organizational structure to advantage

the capabilities of current and forthcoming &S potential. Zn

addition, the DoD 5000 series and the Army acquisition

organizational structure were examined to determine whether or

not their architectare would house the future methods of

conducting acquisition business. The final area of analysis

focused on the RDT&Z funding levels provided for Army K&S to

see if this would afford the realization of the Army's N&S

vision.

6. ACiMCUr!I

As with most military topics K&S has established its own

vocabulary of acronyms. The list of these terms is quite

extensive and contained in Appendix A.

a. MFZMNZA2TOK or O 2mD

Chapter 11 of this thesis addresses the recent

administrative and political even"&.- that have shaped the

Army's current acquisition strategy. Chapter III discusses

acquisition programmatics such as the DoD 5000 series, the

acquisition life cycle model, and the RDT&Z funding

requirements, then reviews the organizational structure that

supports the Army acquisition process. Chapter IV takes an

SS



in-depth look at the Armys MA S strategy and the associate

driving technologies. Chapters V and VI contain the

information analysis, and the conclusions and rocosmendations,

respectively.

7



I!o * 5 UYOLMIOE @1 WODAT'S ACQU.SZ!Z 83ai3SY

A. 6 hLm7i

Over the past 30 years the Federal Goverament has sought

to provide the military vith a strategy that vould optimize

the acquisition process. These major acquisition reforms

sought to reduce cost and schedule overruns, increase program

stability, emphasize realistic testing, and Improve the

efficiency of the acquisition process. The following

Initiatives, which date back to the McNamara era of the early

1960's have all had one common underlying theme - reduce cost

and schedule overruns while enhancing system performance:

"* McNamara Initiatives (1961)

"* Commission on Government Procurement (1972)

* Office of Nanagement and Budget Circular A-109 (1976)

* Defense Science Board Acquisition Cycle Study (1978)

* Defense Resource Management Study (1979)

* Defense Acquisition improvement Program (1981)

* Grace Commission (1983)

* Packard *Blue Ribbon* Commission (1986)

C Goldwater - Nichols Defense Reorganization Act (1986)

* Defense Nanagement Review (1989) (GAO,1992,p.53)

/S
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With so much emphasis over the years on acquisition

process and strategy it seems inconceivable to still encounter

program debacles such as the B-1 Doaber, the C-17 Cargo

Aircraft, and the A-12 Attack Aircraft. Yet to this very day

cost and schedule overruns and failure to meet user

requirements still haunt many program mangers.

The 1992 GAO report on 'Weapons Acquisition - A Rare

Opportunity for Lasting Change", states that, 'We believe that

past acquisition reforms have had limited effectiveness

because they have not changed the basic incentives or

pressures that drive the behavior of the participants of the

process'. (GAO,1992,p.53)

Ironically, in the pursuit of a more perfect acquisition

process, it was the dismantling of the Warsaw Pact and the

Soviet Union that provided the catalyst for the current round

of acquisition revisions. In his 20 May 1992 Memorandum to

the Secretaries of the Military Departments, on the subject of S

Defense Acquisition, Under Secretary of Defense for

Acquisition Don Yockey stated:

With the breakup of the Warsaw Pact and the dissolution of _
the Soviet Union, the pressure of rapidly advancing high
technology weapons in the arsenals of potential enemies
has also significantly lessened. Consequently, the need
to replace existing weapon systems in order to maintain a
significant technological advantage is no longer as
urgent. As a result, we will be able to reduce
concurrency in development programs and retain existing
equipment for longer periods, with the necessary
technological advances incorporated more often through
upgrades than through initiation of new systems. The
reduced urgency for modernization, coupled with the

9
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smiler armed forces, means the Departuent will acquire
fever weapons systems and that the acquisition budget vwil
be reduced accordingly.

Although we vwil reduce the quantity of new weapons
produced, the need to maintain technological superiority,
a key combat f-ce multiplier, will drive us to increase
efforts in developing new and innovative technology.
There are seven areas (Seven Science and Technology
Thrusts) in the expanded Science and Technology (S&T)
Program which provide a focus for the development of new
and promising ideas, including those related to
manufacturing processes. Additional funding allocated to
the seven areas will provide the opportunity for the best
of these ideas to be proven in Advanced Technology
Demonstrations (AkDs). These ATDs will be focused on
validating the maturity and utility of advanced
technologies and will, thereby, reduice performance, cost,
and schedule risks in future acquisition programs.
(Yockey, 1992 ,p. 1)

a. 0 C•"z3I lD MW OLY !UMUSTS

To provide the focus for the SIT program, seven broad

areas of capability have to be defined. These Seven Thrusts

represent the current assessment of the areas on which the S&T

program should be focussed to address the users' most pressing

military and operational needs. While there are goals and

activities in the SIT program which fall outside of those

thrusts, it is crucial to the maintenance of our technological

superiority that our investments and energies be focused on

those efforts which are the most important tc - which show

the greatest promise for improving f- future military

capabilities. (CharlesWP#3,1992,p.2)

10
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The Seven Thrusts are:

1. global Sur.illance and Comuncations. TO project
power requires a global surveillance and com•u-icationx
capability that can focus on a trouble spot, 'urge in
capacity, and be responsive to the needs of the commander.

2. Precision Strike. The goals of increasing the
effectiveness of weapons and reducing casualties, while
using fewer weapons platforms, demand that we locate high-
value, time-sensitive fixed and mobile targets and destroy
them with a high degree of confidence.

3. Air Sunerioritv and Defense. The need to defend
deployed military forces from ballistic and cruise missiles
and to maintain our current decisive capabilities in air
combat, interdiction, and close air support requires a
focussed effort in missile defense and air superiority.

4. Sea Control and Undersea SunerLoritv. To maintain an
overseas presence, conduct forcible entry and naval
interdiction operations, and operate in littoral zones
requires superiority in sem control aod undersea warfare.

5. Advanced Land Combat. The ability to rapidly deploy our
ground forces to a region, exercise a high degree of
tactical mobility, and neutralize the enemy quickly and
with minimal casualties in the presence of a heavy armored
threat and smart weaponry requires highly capable and
survivable land combat systems.

6. sntheatc Environments. A broad range of information S
and human interaction technologies must be developed to
synthesize present and future battlefields, identify
critical problem areas, and speed the development of cost-
effective solutions. Synthetic battlefields will involve
a nix of real and computer-simulated equipment. Integrated
teams of users, developers, and/or testers will be able to
interact effectively. Synthetic environments will prepare 0
our leaders and forces for war.

7. Technologv for Affordability. Technologies that will
reduce unit and life cycle costs are essential to achieving
significant performance and affordability improvements.
Advances are particularly needed in technologies to support 0
integrated product and process design, flexible
manufacturing systems that separate cost from volume,
enterprise-vide information s~fstems that improve program
control and reduce overhead cost, and integrated software
engineering environments. (CharlesWP#3,1992,p. 4)

11



UaS potential has the recognition of senior civilian and

military leaders. With their attention, acquisition

streamlining can be accomplished through the continued

implementation and Integration of current N&S technologies as

researchers continue to develop S&T thrust areas six and

seven.

F wvithin each of these thrust areas Advanced Technology

Demonstrations (AT~s) will be developed. The critical

challenge will be to maintain the scientifIo and technological

continuity as findings are transferred from basic research to

exploratory development. Zt is also imperative that the

varfighter be directly involved in this process so that the

"system requirements for the user are identified early in the

acquisition process.

0. &DVIAUCD WM DNb85S•h818

Advanced technology demonstration efforts are structured

to develop and integrate hardware for field experiments and

tests; this is the demonstration phase of S&T. Candidates

include those that have successfully transitioned from

research and exploratory development and those which may have

evolved from independent industry or other efforts. The LTD

progran provides funding to develop and fabricate hardware and

software to evaluate performance, military utility, and

affordability issues. (Charles,WP#4,1992,p.3) 5

12



problems. This strategy is structured to focus the S&T

program in order to maintain a position of technological

superiority that is essential for the success of America's

military forces. (CharlesWP#3,1992,p. 17)

D. voý zCuutia AnxNis MaegUZuTXmO •uma

Former Secretary of Defense Aspin's ONew Acquisition

Strategy* deviated little from Kr Yockey's. Aspin's policy

called for:

"* Increased research on advanced technologies

"* Increased development and evaluation of ATDs

"* ATDs that will lead to upgrades to current systems or new
capabilities that will be put into system development and
production

"* A strategy that is coupled to the existing DOD system as
defined in DODD 5000.1IDoDi 5000.2 (Aspin,1993,p.l)

The primary objective of Aspin's acquisition strategy is

to effect the successful transition of technology to

operational utility. This has been an area that the U.S. has

been traditionally weak in and where the proper integration of

M(S technologies will pay tremendous dividends in lending both

solutions and continuity. (OTA, 1989,p.53) S

Aspin sems to be very attuned to this fact and the

capabilities of X&S. He feels that the demonstrations of

capability, coupled with advanced simulation techniques, will

lead to a comprehensive assessment of:

14



"* Technical feasibility (vill it/doos it york?)

"* Affordability (is it cost effective/can ve afford it?)

"* Operational utility (does it meet a valid combat need?)
(Aspin,1993,p.3)

The transition from S&T Thrusts to ATDs to veapon systems

production appears to be the direction of DoD and the Armyls

acquisition process. Subsequent chapters of this thesis

address how the integration of N&IS technologies, vithin the

appropriate vehicle, can facilitate the transfer of technology

from S&T Thrusts, to veapon system utilixation, in the most

efficient And cost effective manner.

S
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III. A&•C UXIIOCM PROGRWMA!cTU lED OMW GanI3•mTI0• STRUCTUE

A. oYnYIUW

Colleen A. Preston, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for

Acquisition Reform, made the following proclamation in her

Proposed Strategic Plan to Pursue Acquisition Reform;

,'he Department of Defense faces an unprecedented challenge
in preserving force effectiveness in the light of the
radically altered and ever changing threat. To ensure, as
the President and Secretary of Defense have committed,
that we will not have a 'hollow force', but will maintain
the edge we have over opponents in terms of quality of
people, training, and technology, will not be easy.
Maintaining readiness and protecting our technological
superiority in today's environment means we must protect
funding in the readiness accounts and for the science and
technology programs.

To pay for these priorities in a declining defense budget
we must make major reductions in our other accounts,
including our modernization accounts, and, we must find
ways to dramatically reduce our 'infrastructure' or cost
of doing business. That 'infrastructure' includes a
number of functions and areas that must be addressed. One
of those is the acquisition structure that has evolved
over the years, but is no longer responsive to today's
needs.

We have today an acquisition system that evolved through
the adoption of a myriad of rules, regulations, and laws
that ~are intended to address a particular problem or
public interest. The combined net effect of those rules,
regulations, and laws is a system whose costs exceed any 0
demonstrable benefit. In addition, these rules and
regulations add costs to products of defense contractors,
preventing them from being competitive in the commercial
marketplace, and prevent commercial contractors unwilling
to change their ways from selling to the government. In
the past we could rely on incremental improvements to the
system. To meet today's challenges we must revolutionize
the process. (Preston,1993,p.3)

16
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What is it about the DoD's acquisition process that seems

to make it so inapplicable to today's requirements? To simply

say that the entire process is broken lends little to

providing a solution. This chapter addresses current

acquisition programmatics and organizational structure to

determine how it facilitates today's acquisition process.

This review will lay the foundation for the analysis in

Chapter V vhich Vill identify Vhat is still relevant, or

obsolete, within the acquisition process and community to

evaluate how the Army's N&S assets can generate a nore

streamlined acquisition process.

a. DOD 5,00 saw=S

The DOD 05000 series" is comprised of the following three

documents. The DoD Directive 5000.1, *Defense Acquisition";

DoD Instruction 5000.2, TDefense Acquisition Management

Policies and Proceduresm; and DoD Manual 5000.2N, "Defense

Acquisition Management Documents and Reports", all dated 23

February 1991. This now 5000 series provides a single uniform

acquisition system for all DoD acquisition programs including:

Major defense acquisition programs, non-major defense

acquisition programs, and highly sensitive classified

programs. This is an attempt to forge an interface among the

requirements generation system, the acquisition management

system, and the planning, programming and budgeting system

(PPBS). The 5000 series contends that these three major

17 S



decision-making support systems must interface etfect!vely tor

the acquisition prccess to vwrk (Figure 1). (Cochran.,Nay-

June,1992,p.29)

D•ZCIeX-NMAKM SUPPORT SYST=MS

Effective Inteactlcm

Figure I Decision Makig support srstm

1. Decision-Making Support Uystm

As noted before, the authors of the 5000 series felt

it imperative that the three major decision-making support

systems interface effectively for the acquisition process to

function as designed. It is vorthwhile to examine each of

these support systems to reveal what each is responsible for

and how they relate to one another.

s. R squiue G•a Generation Sytmm

Requirements generation is based on a continuing

process of assessing the capabilities of the currtnt force

1S
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structure (people arD'A materiel) to meet the projected threat,

while taking into account opportunities for technological

advancement, cost savings, and changes in national policy or

doctrine. The output of this proce3s, known as mission area

analysis (MM), is a deficiency, or a mismatch between current

capabilities and the projected threat. Once identified,

deficiencies need to be resolved, and the first choice is a

change in organization, doctrine or tactics, or perhaps

additional training. These alternatives, often called non-

materiel alternatives, are investigated first because of their

rel.atively low cost and ease of implementas..ion. Should non-

materiel alternatives prove incapable of resolving the

deficiency, we then proceed to look for materiel solutions.

Once a determination is made that a material solution is

required to satisfy the deficiency, a NHison Weed Statement

(MK(S) documents the deficiency in the operational capability,

not in system specific terns. (Schnoll,1993,p.21)

The HIS includes the applicable Defense Guidance

element, the threat, the mission role of the system, any

optional concepts, cooperative opportunities, technologies

involved, funding aspects vnd implications, possible

constraints, and the acquisitio strategy. It is one of many

documents prepared for Milestone I review.

Milestone I approval requires several documents, of

which the most important programmatically are the Operational

Requirements Document (ORD), the Test and Evaluation Master

19



Plan (TUEP)# and the Cost and Operational Zffectiveness

Analysis (COfl).

The ORD details the performance and related

operational parameters for the concept or system proposed in

meeting the deficiencies addressed in the M0S. It establishes

the minimum acceptable requirements for the concept or system.

The TIOP documents the test and evaluation strategy,

objectives, schedule, and required resources of effort in

order to verify that the performance requirements established

by the ORD will be met. The COZA is a stand alone report,

unique, separate from, but consistent with, other analytical

efforts supporting defense acquisition management. The CORA

is structured to define cost, military capabilities and

operational benefits associated with principal materiel

alternatives that address validated mission needs. Once

issued the ORD, the TWP, and the COZA become continuing

documents requiring updating and approval at each ailestone,

and in effect are the primary documents for exerting

Service/DoD control over the program. (Slanchard,1990,p.23)

b. Aogiusltlon Management Systeu

The acquisition managemnt system is designed to

provide for a streamlined acquisition managemet structure and

an event-driven acquisition process that explicitly links

milestone decisions to demonstrated accomplishments. This

process provides the basis for making informed trade-off

20
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decisions, given affordability constraints and the user's

needs. it also represents the means for translating the

user's needs into alternative concepts and, ultimately, a

stable system design. (DoDD 5000.199l,p.2)

Figure 2 illustrates the sequential nature of this

ACQISITXON NIZ ,S"TO NI, AND PHASZS

r -WIU C U UIS T

•i~mz I I~~estou nndonwe

L ~ A 
. 2

Figurqe a Milestones and Phases

process followed by a *condensed DoDD 5000.1. description of

what is entailed within each milestone and phase.
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(1) Deterxinatlon of Misslon geed. All acquisition

programs are based on identified mission needs. These needs

are generated as a direct result of continuing assessments of

current and projected capabilities in the context of changing

military threats and national defense policy.

(2) M11 eatone 0 - Concept Studle Approval. ile-

stone 0 marks the initial formal Interface between the

requirements generation and the acquisition management system.

The milestone decision authority decides vhat action should be

taken on the WIS at this decision point. For those iWS

receiving favorable consideration, the milestone decision

authority authorizes studies of a minimum set of materiel

alternative concepts. A decision to proceed at this point

does not establish a new acquisition program. instead, it

merely reflects approval to proceed with studies of

alternative concepts that could satisfy the identified mission

need.

(3) Phase 0 - Concept Zxpl oration and Definition.

Competitive, parallel, short term studies by the Government

and/or industry vill normally be used during this phase. The

focus is on defining and evaluating the feasibility of

alternative concepts and providing the basis for assessing the

relative merits of the concepts at the Milestone 1, Concept

Demonstration Approval, decision point. The CORA is most

22



instrumental In this decision making process and in any

subsequent awards to industry.

(4) NIleston. r - Concept Dexonstratlon Approval.

Milestone decision authorities must assess the affordability

of a now acquisition program at Milestone 1. *This decision

marks the first direct interaction between the planning,

programming, and budgeting and acquisition management systems.

A favorable decision at Milestone I establishes a new

acquisition program and a Concept Baseline, containing initial

program cost, schedule, and performance objectives for the new

program and authorizes entry into Phase X. -The program

management office will be established and the program manager

assigned within 6 months of a favorable decision.

(S) Phase Z - Demonstratlon and Validatlon. When

warranted, multiple design approaches and parallel

technologies are pursued within the system concept(s) during

this phase. Supportability and manufacturing process design

considerations must be integrated into the system design

effort early to preclude costly redesign efforts downstream in

the process. Prototyping, testing, and early operational

ast of critical systems, subsystems, and components 0

will be emphasized. This is essential to Identify and reduce

risk: as well as assessing if the most promising design

approach(*s) will operate in the intended operational

environment.

23



(6) Mlestone ZZ - DOve0oJInent Approval. The

objectives of Milestone 1X are to determine if the results of

Phase I warrant continuation and to assess the affordability

of the program by establishing a Development baseline. This

baseline contains refined program costs, schedule, and

performance objectives for a program approved for

continuation. Establishing the Development Baseline requires

effective interaction among the requirements generation,

acquisition manageent, and the planning, programming, and

budgeting systems. Development approval will typically

involve a commitment to low-rate initial production. The

determination of the low-rate initial production quantity to

be procured before completion of initial operational test and

evaluation shall be made by the milestone decision authority

at Milestone 11 in consultation with the Director, Operational

Test and Evaluation.

(7) Phase zz - ZaTlneerlng and Manufacturing

Development. The objectives of Phase 11 are to translate the

most promising design approach developed in Phase I into a

stable, producible and cost effective system design. This is

accomplished by validating the manufacturing or production

process and demonstration through testing that the system

capabilities, both, meet contract specification requirements,

and, satisfies the mission need established in the operational

performance requirements.

24
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(8) Moestone ZIZ - Ptoduction Appzoval. A

favorable decision at this point represents a commitment to

build, deploy, and support the system. Xilestone decision

authorities must confirm the affordability of the proposed

program and determine that the materiel item is approved for

Service use as part of the production approval process. It

must also be ensured that the design is stable and producible

and that production processes have been validated so that a

realistic Production Baseline can be established. Particular

attention must be placed on assessing developmental and

operational test and evaluation results, establishing the most

economic production rate that can be sustained, identifying

the criteria to be used to declare when operational capability

is attained, and ensuring that planning for deployment and

support is complete and adequate.

(9) Phase IZZ - Production and Deployment. Phase

III objectives are to establish a stable, efficient production

and support base, achieve an operational capability that

satisfies the mission need, and conduct follov-on operational

and production verification testing. These tests are designed

to confirm system performance and quality and to verify the S

cozrection of previously noted deficiencies. The results of

field experience to include operational readiness rates vill

be continuously monitored to assess the ability of the system

to perform as intended, identify and incorporate into

25
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production lots minor engineering change proposals, and

evaluate the need for major upgrades or modifications that S

require a Milestone IV, Major Modification Approval, review.

(10) Milestone XrV - Major NodIfIcatlon Approval

(as requIred). The objective of Milestone IV is to determine

it major upgrades to a system currently in production are

warranted, and if so, establish an approved acquisition

strategy and baseline (Concept, Development, or Production)

for the program. When a system is no longer in production, a

deficiency resulting from a change in threat, defense policy,

or technology must be defined in a new MKS. The intent is

that potential systems modifications should compete with all

other possible alternatives during a new Phase 0.

(11) Phase IV - Operations and Support. This

phase overlaps aith Phase 111. It begins after the initial

systems bav* been fielded. The main objectives of Phase IV

are to ensure the fielded system continues to provide the

capabilities required to meet the identified mission need and

to identify shortcomings or deficiencies that must be

corrected to improve performance. Quality and safety problems

will be corrected as identified during this phase.

a. Plannin, Prog g & Budgetin System,

The Defense Systems Management College's

*Introduction to Defense Acquisition Management" describes the

Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) as:
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The PPBS is the official management system which
ultimately produces DoD's portion of the President's
budget. It is unique to DoD and was originally introduced
to the Department by Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara
in 1962. The PPBS is a cyclic process with three distinct
but interrelated phases, Planning, Programming and
Budgeting. It provides a formal, systematic structure for
making decisions on policy, strategy and the development
of forces and capabilities to accomplish anticipated
missions. The PPBS piovides for the time-phased
allocation of resources and submission of supporting
documentation. Its objective is to provide operational
commanders with the beat six of forces and support in view
of real fiscal constraints. (Schaoll,1993,p.29)

Until 1986, the PPBS was an annual process through

which DoD prepared its annual budget. Beginning in 1987 with

the submission of the first 2-year defense budget (for fiscal 0

years 1988-1989), PPBS itself became a biennial procedure. A

complete PPBS cycle takes 24 months (February of year 1 to

February of year 3). The PPBS also results in periodic

updates (at least twice annually) to the Future Years Defense

Program (FYDP). The FYDP reflects requirements for the

outyears based on DOD planning to meet national defense

objectives. A bracf description of each of the segments of S

the Planning, Programming and Budgeting Systems follows.

Planning is the responsibility of the Under

Secretary of Defense for Policy. The planning phase is 9

months long, starting in February of each odd-numbered

calendar year (the "off year" for programming and budgeting)

and ending in October with the publication of the Defense

Planning Guide (DPG).
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Programming is managed by the Assistant Secretary

of Defense for Program Analysis and Evaluation. It is the

bridge between planning (with broad fiscal guidance) and

budgeting (which meticulously prices each program element).

it begins with the issuing of the draft DPG in August of each

odd-numbered calendar year and ends vith the submission of the

service and defense agency Program Objective Henoranda (PKMe)

in April of each eve.-numbered calendar year.

Budgeting is the responsibility of the DoD

Couptroller. Based on OSD reviev/comment on the POKs, Budget

Estimate Submissions are prepared and forwarded (in September

of the even-numbered calendar years) to OSD by the military 0

departments and defense agencies. Service and defense agency

budgets are reviewed and the final DoD budget then goes to the

Office of Management and Budget (ONB) to be incorporated into

the President's budget submission to Congress, thus ending the

budgeting phase. (Schnoll,1993,p.30)

a. M&S I ,Ingus

The Research and Development portion of the DoD budget,

referred to as Research, Development, Test and Evaluation

(RDT&E) constitutes Category 6 of the DoD budget, and is

subdivided as follows: Research, 6.1; Exploratory

Development, 6.2; Advanced Development, 6.3 (broken down

further into 6.3A, advanced development prior to the

development of specific systems, and 6.3B which focuses on

28
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specific systems); Engineering Development, 6.4; Kanagemmnt

and Support, 6.5; and Operations Systems Development. 6.6.

This organization reflects emphasizing a progression from

basic research through various stages of development of the

final product. Nov concepts are researched at the 6.1 level,

and if proven, advance to the 6.2 level, where the research is

applied to a preliminary laboratory device. If the 6.2

criteria are satisfied, the program proceeds to the 6.3 level,

where the technology goes through Advanced Technology

Demonstrations and/or the demonstration and validation phase.

If warranted, during this phase, prototypes are developed for p

further testing and evaluation. Finally, in 6.4, programs

successful in demonstration and validation are redesigned for

production, should the need be required. Operational Systems

Development funds, 6.6, are used for developing improvements

to the system during production phase and after it is fielded.

The Management and Support funds, 6.5, cover the overhead

activities throughout the R&D process. (Nunno,1992,pg.1)

Figure 3 is a functional view of the RDT&E process in

terms of five sequential phases. The first two blocks,

Research and Exploratory Development, constitute the p

Technology Base. Combined with part of the third block,

Advanced Technology Development, 6.3k, they represent the DoD

and Army Science and Technology effort. The remainder of the

third block, 6.3B, by far the larger part of Advanced

Development, represents the development eo lort toward
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Demonstration and Validation of concept and system

feasibility. The fourth block represents Engineering and

Kanufacturing Development and Operational Systems leading to

the fifth block, Production and Deployment, the fielding of

RDT&E BREAKOUT

13 -w~inmw C6.mm

Pigure S3 MD53 lunotiomal Flow

the system to provide mission capability needs of the Army.

The lines linking each block emphasize that the RDT&E procoss

is not k simple linear progression, but rather involves much

iteration and feedback. (Doll JD&A Guide, 1993,Pg.2)

Do AC IIZTIONJ ORID•ZI3&!IOUIL 3!IJUCJTIUR

Another key element to the success or failure of an

acquisition strategy is its organizational structure. It is S
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imperative that each- organization be funded, resourcad and

staffed with the appropriate assets in order to achieve the

naximus capability that simulation has to offer. Figure 4

depicts the acquisition related organizations that will be

Lo M

liguze 4 lztmy &oquisitiou Orgasisational Itruotuze

addressed in, this document. The basic functions and

responsiblities of each will be described in the following

paragraphs. In Chapter V these organizations will be analyzed

to determine whether the current allocation of assets and

resources for these entities support the effective application

of modeling and simulation technology.
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1. Deputy Waer secretary of the &my (operations

Research) (DSAm(03))

The DUSA(OR) reports directly to the Secretary of the

Army for the following:

"* Managing the Army Study Program, the Model Improvement
Program, and the Simulation Technology Program.

"* Establishing policy for operations research and systems
analysis activities for the Departmt of the Army
analytical support services.

* Supporting the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council,
Defense Acquisition Board, and similar systems acquisition
review committees.

* Providing policy and program direction for the Army
Offic4r Operations Research Education Program.

"* Approving test-related documentation for the Department of
the Army and forwarding it to the Office of the Secretary
of Defense.

"* Serving as the principal Department of the Army interface
with the Director, Defense Research and Engineering, and
the Director, Defense Operational Test and Evaluation.

"* Providing policy and oversight for the Army Contracted
Advisory and Assistance Services.

2. Assistaat seoretary of te ArMr - Reseaeoh#

Development a Acquisition (AS(2DA))

The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research,

Development a Acquisition) serves as the Army Acquisition

Executive (CAA), the Senior Procurement Executive, the Science

Advisor to the Secretary, and serves as the senior research

and development official for the Department of the AU-my. Tha
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ASA(RDA) is responsible to the Secretary of the Army and

responsive to the Chief of Staff, ArMy. The ASA(RDM) is

assisted by a Military Deputy (NILDZP) who is also the

Director, Acquisition Career Nanagement (DACa).

Bsie of the major responsibilities that the ASA(RDA)

and the AAR have that directly relate to this thesis are:

* Managing the acquisition programs of the Army in
accordance with established DoD policies and guidelines.

9 Rstablishing a streamlined acquisition structure for
managing Army acquisition programs.

* Designating the Army comnand or agency responsible for
performing system engineering trade-off analyses for the
cost and operational effectiveness analysis (COZA), and
provide issues, alternatives, and broad guidance for
DCSOPS inclusion in the COZA tasking document.

* Reviewing and approving the Army position at each decision
milestone before the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB)
review.

9 Representing the ArMy on the DAB.

9 Developing, implementing, and monitoring the Science and
Technology Information Program.

a Developing materiel systems acquisition policy.

9 Managing the Army Research, Development, Test and
Evaluation, and procurement appropriations.

e Managing the transition from development to production, to
include Production Readiness Reviews.

3. Deputy Assistant Secretary for Reseasrh ad Technology

The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Research and

Technology reports directly to the ASA(RDA) and his major

responsibilities include:
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"* Acting as the Army S&T Executive and a member of the
Defense SIT Working Group.

"* Planning and implementing 6.1 through 6.3A RDT&I
expenditures in support of the Army's SIT Base.

"* Setting policy and issuing guidance to improve Army
Research, Devolopment and Engineering Centers (RDECs) and
laboratory management.

"* Approving SIT acquisition plans.

"* Setting policy and issuing guidance for Independent
Research and Development, Small Business Innovative
Research and Advanced Concepts Technology Programs.

M Managing the Army Science Board, Army Federally Funded 0
Research and Development Centers, National Academy of
Sciences Board on Army Science and Technology.

* Setting policy, priorities, funding and issuing guidance
for the Army In-House Laboratory Independent Research.

* Directing the Army Domestic Technology Transfer Program 0
and SIT Information Program

4. Deputy for Eystems Management

The Deputy for Systems anagement also reports to the

ASk(RDA) and is responsible for executive program management

oversight and implementation of acquisition policy for

aviation, missile, ground combat, intelligence/electronic

varfare, and special operations force acquisition programs.

He is the direct link between the AME and assigned program

PEOs and provides guidance, assistance, and direction. Much

of the Deputy for Systems Management's power and S

responsibility stems from fact that he controls and implements

almost the entire 6.3B through 6.6 RDT&E budget for the Army.
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5. Opezstioal Test and Nvaluati•o Consad (PTEC)

The Operational Test and Evaluation Command (OPTIC)

was established 1s November 1990 by Secretary of the Army

General Orders Number 6. It consists of the OPTEC

Headquarters and Support Agencies, the Operational Evaluation

Command (OEC) and the Test and Experimentation Command

(TEXCcO). The new command consolidates the previous T3WOC

Test and Experimentation Command (TEXCON), the previous

Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTIA), and the

previous Acquisition and Development of Threat Simulators

Activity (ADATS-A) into a single command. ADATS-A, renamed

the Operational Threat Support Activity (OTSA), and the Test

and Evaluation Coordination Offices (TECOs), are incorporated

within OPTeC Headquarters. OPTEC's mission is to conduct all

user test and evaluation (except medical) for the Army. User

T&E includes operational test and evaluation (OTAZ) in support

of the materiel acquisition process, and force development

testing and experimentation (FDTR), concept evaluation program

(CEP) trials, and the Army part of joint test and evaluation

(RTME).

OPTEC, Figure 5, is a field operating agency of the

Office of the Chief of Staff of the Army. in keeping with the

Defense Directives, it reports the results of T&E through the

Vice Chief of Staff of the Army directly to the Army and

Defense leadership. The main part of OPTIC's mission is the

planning, conducting, and reporting of OT&Z vhich has been
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reqUired by law since 1972. Additionally, OPT=C conducts

tests for TRWOC in support of its mission to dvelop combat

So y Materiel O (mam )

The AMC Regulation 10-2 states that the mission of the

Commanding General, ANC, is to:

0 Perform assigned materiel and related functions comprising
research and development; configuration management;
product assurance; test and evaluation; scientific and
technical information; integrated logistics support
planning and execution; rationalization, standardization,
and interoperabillty; acquisition; product iproveIent;
industrial preparedness; production; maintenance;
wholesale materiel requirements determination; packaging;
and disposal.

* Develop and provide, in response to the objectives and
specific requirements established by the use community,
materiel and related loaistic services.

36
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* command subordinate commands. installations and activities
Sassigned (Those entities that impact this thesis vill
detailed below).

* Provide worldwide technical and professional guidance and
assistance for planning and conducting logistics support
of Army materiel.

Figure 6 depicts the AXC subordinate units mentioned

in bullet number 3.

AMC
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"* Ivaluates all materiel acquisition programs and deployed

"* Performs integrated logistic support program surveillance
for AM materiel systems.

"* Conducts risk analysis.

" Prepares the developmental T&I portion of the TM in

conjunction ivth the developmental tester.

"* Analyzes and evaluates developmental test data.

"* Conducts advanced technology demonstrations in assigned

areas.,

b. Amy Research Labratory (AML)

AL is a new organization within MWC which consists

of the seven laborator 4es which made up the former Army

Laboratory Command. it combines the laboratories with

additional selected technical base activities from other

organizations within the Army. The ARL is responsible for

overseeing and managing nearly 75 percent of the Army's

technology base program. Its primary area of operation

resides in the 6. 1 and 6.2 areas of the RDT&Z budget for

technology development. The commanding officer of ARL reports

to the omander of AMC. (Davey,1991,p.lS)

a. 2%st and Nvaluation Command (22•i

TCh is responsible to all subordinate agencies

throughout AM for the support, assistance, and overnight of

developmental test and evaluation for each acquisition

program.
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d. aUimlatcam, ftalaing and Zmatsuenteat.oa cmaund

8TRICOK, in addition to procuring simulators is the

Army's technical agent for Distributed Xnteractive Simulation

(DIS) development and network maagemt. his includes the

Battlefield Distributed Simulation - Developmental (3D0-D)

netw•ork.

e. commodity commands

Commodity Commands house the program executive

officers and program managers responsible for the design,

przourement, sustainment, and retirement for systems such as

helicopters, tanks, missiles, etc... 3cmmples of ommndity

commands are the Aviation and Troop Command, ATCOK; the Tank

and Automotive Command, TACON; and the Missile Command, KICON.

f. Monarch, Develojment aýd 7 centers

RDZCs provide engineering support for production,

system and weapons improvement. They are responsible for

technology demonstration and engineering and development

activities that are system related. The centers are oriented

toward the development of technology programs, leading to

products and systems. These centers are the engineering arms

of the Army's commodity commands. (Davey,1991,p.6)
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TRADOC, Figure 7, Is the Army's principal doctrine

atm•

N W . II
aMZ SM LAMS

liguze 7 IADOO Orgmansatioaal Stzuoturo .

developer, combat developer, training developer, and trainer.

TUIADOC:

* Represents the user during all aspects of requiremen
definition, system acquisition, and force development.

* Defines Arm organizational, leader development, training,
and materiel operational requirements.

* Analyzes and projects the future threat in coordination S
with other appropriate Army and DoD organizations.

The acquisition related TIADOC: activities that will be

addressed in this thesis are illustrated above.
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a. rXAoC analylsi Cuter (2AC)

mI•C performs applied and developmental research in

selected topical areas to advance Army varfighting doctrine

and analysis; leverage investments by the Advanced Research

Projects Agency, OPTEC, Army Research Institute, and other

government organizations into TRAC, TRADOC, and the Army.

b. 27ADC Proponent Centezr and Schools

TRADOC proponent centers and schools represent the

individual branches vithin the Army (Aviation, Infantry,

Transportation, etc..) in identifying, and recommending

solutions for, mission need and mission area deficiencies.

They prepare and execute the required training that is unique

for their particular branch and submit long-range

modernization plans through TRADOC to the Assistant Deputy

Chief of staff - Force Development for prioritization within

the Army in support of the Program Objective Memorandum.

(1) Combat DevelopJments. Combat Developments is

the user's organization that performs the studies, analysis,

and support required to identify, and provide solutions for,

mission need and mission area deficiencies. Combat

developments are generally comprised of the following

divisions to contribute to these efforts: concepts and

studies; simulations and scenarios; organization and force

development; and materiel, logistics and support.
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(2) rRADOC System Manager (TaN). The TUM is the

branch and user's representative for a particular system

responsible for dealing vith all branch external entities to

include the system program manager's office, industry,

Department of the Army and DoD staffs, and Congress. The TSX

is the equivalent rank as their program manager counterpart. S

The TSR office is located at the appropriate proponent center.

0. Battle za.w

The Battle Lab network is illustrated in Figure S.

BATTLE LABS
ma.-

VI ml0. U ID.O

Figure S Mattle Lab Eetwork

Its concept and progress to date are covered in detail in

Chapter ZV, Section C.

S
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a. assistant Deputy chief of staff for Operations - Wore.

"Delopmeat (RDcUOPS-1D)

The ADCSOPS-FD consolidates the individual system

prioritization request of each branch of the Army and

generates a master prioritization list for the AM as a 0

whole. This priority list is used for selecting the Army"s

*silver bullets* in terms of funding and Congressional

support. He must work closely with the Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Research and Technology and the Deputy for

Systems Hanagement to ensure his actions are in concert vita

the ongoing developments in the RD&3 structure.

4
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a. V.mrs.O

The Army, through TR1OC, is developing lattle Labse at

its primary combat development laboratories. Additionally, g

the Army is intent on integrattng operationally oriented

*virtual" simulation networks with high resolution

"*consstructive* models. The potential advantages of

integrating these simulation capabilities throghout the

acquisition process are numerous, but limited mainly by the

Army' a ability to understand, access and integrate these

emerging technologies.

This chapter defines these simulation and modeling

technologies, introduces the Army,'s Battle Lab Network, and

illustrates how the Chief of Staff of the Army plans to

exploit this N&S capability through a series of virtual

exercises called Louisiana Maneuvers.

3. 9MUOLDGT STMRT S

The ArMy's mission is power projection in defense of

national interest. The necessary reshaping of the Army, in

the face of reductions in dollars and people, requires a new

reliance on technology and a new technology strategy. This

strategy is based on a decrease in large procurements and an

4
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increase in upgrades of existing systems by inserting now

technology. (Battle Labs Guide(BLG),19 9 3,p.2)

The Army technology st-ategy includes pursuing the most

cost effective advanced technologies to ensure the

technological edge. Simultaneously, cycle time from

laboratory to production must be reduced; otherwise the

advantage of developing a leading edge technology is

jeopardized. Distributed Interactive Simulation and Advanced

Technology Demonstrations will be used extensively to improve

the definition of weapon system requirements. (Vaden, 1993,p. 8)

Experience shows that, at the transition from technology

development to the engineering and manufacturing development

phase, at milestone II, only about 10 percent of the system's

life cycle cost have been spent. However, at milestone 11,

decisions have been made that predetermine as much as 90

percent of the system's life cycle costs. The recently-

developed Battle Lab concept is designed to provide hands-on

user involvement during this highly leveraged early part of

the acquisition process. Better early planning and

requirements definition, through N&S, will result in both more

effective systems and lower life cycle costs. (BLG,1992,p.2)

From a military perspective, anything short of war is a

type of simulation. Simulation for the Army refers to one (or

a combination of) the following three types:
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1. Olives simulation, i.e., operations with real equipment
in the field

2. "constructive* simulation which deals with vargames,
models and analytical tools

3. "virtual" simulation refers to systems and troops in
simulators on synthetic battlefields (SingleFy1993,p.35).

Technological pieces that may make up this simulation

capability include a Distributed Interactive Simulation

environment transmitted over the Defense Simulation Internet

communications network linking Janus, a high resolution

"constructive" model., Sei-automated forces, and the

Battlefield Distributed Simulation - Developmental Ovirtual

simulator complex. Janus and Battlefield Distributed

Simulation - Developmental are by no means the only

constructive and virtual models available to the Army.

However, for the purpose of this document they provide

excellent examples of the potential simulation capabilities

currently pursued by the Army.

L1. Distributed interactive Simulation and lrotocol Data

Units

One of the main challenges to date is the attempt to

integrate constructive and virtual simulation technologies.

This is an ominous task, considering that these dissimilar

computers and simulators that the Army wants to combine into S

one integrated network weren't initially designed to

communicate with one another. To achieve t-his desired,
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seamless simulation capability requires a simulated

environment that provides a common detfinition of standard

terms, or protocols that will allow these different computers

and simulators to communicate. This common definition of

standard terms is achieved by Distributed Interactive

Simulation (DIS) Protocol Data Units (PDUs).

DIS creates a synthetic environment within which

humans may interact through simulation at multiple, networked

sites using compliant architecture, modeling, protocols,

standards, and data bases. DIS and its PDUs are the next

generation of distributed simulation evolving from the

Advanced Research Project Agency's (ARPA) research project of 0

the 1980's known as Simulation Network (SINNE). Hovever, DIS

is barely in its initial stages with many obstacles yet to be

tackled. (IST,1993,p.4)

DIS will take advantage of currently installed and

future simulations manufactured by different organizations.

Consequently, a means must be found for assuring

interoperability between dissimilar simulations. The first

step in achieving this interoperability is to develop a

communications protocol. There must be an agreed-upon set of

messages that communicate between host computers, the states

of simulated and real entities, and their interactions. This

information is communicated through DIS PDUs. (IST,1993,p.8)
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2. Uillatiostanda8zrzatioa

The current work on simulation standards began in

AuguAt 1989 with the first workshop on Standards for the

interoperability of Defense Simulations. A second workshop

took place in January 1990. As a result of these workshops

and subsequent subgroup meetings, over 150 position papers

containing recommendations for the standard were submitted to

the Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST).

Using SIOMT as a baseline IST developed a first draft

for a military standard which describes the form and types of S

messages to be exchanged between simulated entities in a DIS.

A third workshop was conducted in August 1990 in which

industry and Government provided feedback on the proposed

standard. The final draft standard was submitted in January

1991 and approved minor changes, which have been incorporated

by the XST. This document has been submitted to the Institute

of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) to become the

IEEE standard. (IST,1993,p.9)

Initial capability for implementing the end-state

architecture has been established through the approval of IEE

Standard 1278, in March 1993, for DIS data exchange protocols

for interconnecting constructive simulations. The Army is

currently leading industry and the other Services in the

development of the DXS architecture. Achievement of full end-

state capabilities will require continued work through near-

and mid-term periods. (DIS MODPLAN,1993,p.4)
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3, Def emse SaulatLon ZIternet

DIS operations are supported by a communication system

knovn as the Defense Simulation Internet (DSI). This

communication system vas developed, and is currently operated

by Advanced Research Projects Agency. The DSI consists of

long-haul commercial telepk.one circuits over AT&T vith nodes

at the users,' home stations, and strategically placed

"Osvitching nodes" ("Fix Zest and Fix Westw) vith a central

controlling facility in Chicago, IL. Connectivity is made to

military and civilian satellites to allow worldwide,

simultaneous DIS operations. (DIS NODPLAN,1993,p.2)

Presently, there are approximately thirty DSI nodes

supporting all Services' command posts, Battle Simulation

Centers, test beds, Battle Labs, research centers, unified

cmmands, and civilian companies that support the military.

The DSI is expected to expand over the next year vith

approximately 25 additional sites. (DIS NODPLAN,1993,p.2)

Each location physically connected to the DSI netvork

is referred to as a ODSI node." At present, the Army operates

two TRADOC Battle Lab nodes on the DSI; Fort Knox and Fort

Rucker (Fort Rucker has been designated a Battle Lab support

facility). Eventually the Army wishes to have six to eight

Army Battle Lab nodes and additional communications-only nodes

to most major commands throughout the Army.

(Singley, 1993,p.37)
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Through the interperative capabilities of DIS and the

communication network established by the DSI the Army vll

attempt to build its future by linking constructive models

such as Janus with virtual simulation networks such as BDS-D.

4. Janus

Janus is a computer-based, two-sided combat simulation

model named for the two-faced Roman god of the portals, who

was able to look in two directions simultaneously. Janus UNIX

3.17, and Janus Virtual Memory System (VMS) 4.0, are the moot

recent versions of the model that are now in common use.

(Pate, 1992,p.2)

The Janus combat model accommodates up to 600

individual combat systems (including up to 100 indirect fire 6

systems) per side, all moving, detecting, and firing over a 50

kilometere, three-dimensional terrain representation. Combat

systems (e.g., tanks, helicopters, dismounted infantry, etc.)

are defined by the measured attributes of the real or notional

systems being modeled (e.g., size, speed, sensor(s), armament,

armor protection, thermal/optical contrast, etc.). The

vulnerability of each system is characterized by data sets of 0

probability of hit (PR) and probability of kill (PK) that

individually associate each combat system with each weapon in

the simulation. (Crooks,1992) 0

Janus, because of its high resolution capa'ilities,

has been used predominately in aiding analysts in Cost and
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Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COfl) and combat

development system studies. It wasn't until recently that the

concept of trying to integrate a constructive model with a

virtual simulation environment was acted upon. Currently, one

of the main thrusts of the Anti-Armor Advanced Technology

Demonstration study is to merge constructive and virtual

simulation worlds. This allows the orchestration of selected

forces, within the virtual simulation environment, to be

controlled from a constructive model such as Janus. This is

referred to as semi-automated forces.

S. lem.-Automatod Poroes

To keep costs associated with experiments within

budgetary constraints, Semi-Automated Forces (SAFOR) can be

used to represent both friendly (adjacent, supporting, and

higher and lower formations) and threat forces. The SAFOR

capability allows a single individual sitting at a

constructive model to control various sized units such as

platoons, companies, or battalions within a virtual

simulation. These forces appear on the virtual battlefield

just as manned simulators do; the fact that they are SAPOR is

transparent to the other players. (Loral,1992,p.2)

SAFOR is desirable from both a command and control and 0

a costs savings perspective. Command and control is enhanced

by the capability to control several systems on the virtual

battlefield from a constructive model. Savings are derived
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from constructive models that generate a system on the vie:rtal

battlefield much cheaper than virtual networks such as WDS-D.

6. Battlefield Distributed SImulatiem - Developmental

The intent of XIS integration into the acquisition

process is to simulate before you build, buy, and fight. BDS-

D provides a "virtual" battlefield on which individuals can

fight and analyze the effectiveness wdeltasO resulting from

the changes made in equipment, doctrine, tactics,

organizations, and training methods. The sequence of the

battle can be recorded and later analyzed in detail to refine

those changes.

This technology creates a simulated or, "virtual",

battlefield on which users can conduct cost-effective

experiments or exercises. The exercises are conducted using

actual soldiers operating the simulators, thus permitting

soldier-in-the-loop experimentation. Through a combination of

local area and long haul networks (DSI), soldiers operating

simulators at one site are able to see and interact with

soldiers operating at other sites on a common digitized

battlefield. (Loral,1992,p.3)

The Battlefield Distributed Simulation - Developmental

(BDS-D) program is sponsored by the U.S. Army. The Commander,

US Army Simulation, Training, and Instrumentation Command

(STRICOM) is the Program Manager for the BDS-D effort.
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UTRICOK provides the focal point between DOD agencies, user

agencies, industry, and the aDS-D sites. (Loral,1992,p.4)

BDS-D in general viii support experiments and

evaluations in a variety of areas. Using the approach of

simulating before and during the building and/or buying of a

new weapon system, users are able to experiment with the

design of a now or improvei weapon system throughout its

acquisition life cycle. For example, researchers can perform

the following:

"* Define requirements accurately and assess trade-offs.

"* Explore the capabilities that should be incorporated into
a new or existing system.

"* Investigate the numbers and allocation of the system that
achieves optimum performance on the battlefield.

"* Determine the best means to employ the system once it is
built (Loral,1992,p.4).

The answers to issues such as these are important

considerations to a program manager. Similarly, users can

experiment with new and innovative ways of employing weapon

systems so that they better realize their design capabilities.

Chinges in organizational structure can also be analyzed to

determine the relative effectiveness on the battlefield of

competing organizations. (Loral,1992,p.4) S

Facilitating this ambitious undertaking requires the

development of local area networks consisting of low cost

battlefield simulators, and simulations of experimental and
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high fidelity systems and SAmOt. These simulators will all be

linked together via DSI to provide virtual combat operations

in the DIS environment for materiel and combat development,

and operational testing exercises. (Kelly,1993,p.19)

C. Ba2%W LAW

TRADOC has organized six lattle Labs to identify, develop -

and exwsriment with new warfighting concepts and new

capabil-..ies offered by emerging technologies. This

initiative is a response to the unpredictability of the world

situation, where a rapidly-changing array of direct and

indirect challenges have replaced the single well-defined

threat which drove doctrine and materiel requirements during

the cold-war era. (BLG,1993,p.3)

Battle Labs are focal points for examining the latest

concepts of battlefield organization, tactics, doctrine and

technological capabilities. They facilitate the flow of new 0

ideas and are closely linked with the technology centers of

both the Army and industry. Battle Labs experiment with new

ideas, examine battlefield dynamics and capabilities offered

by new technologies for their impact on the battlefield of the

future, and integrate promising concepts across the Army.

(BG, 1993,p.3)

Battle Labs will be linked through the DSI to each other, 0

the Army R&D Community, sister Services, DoD, and national

agencies. All are organizing to take advantage of the DIS
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technology, which was not available to earlier test-bed

operations. BDS-D networks will allow experts at the relevant

TRADOC Centers - the people who think, write and teach

varfighting - to advance ideas and test them by simulation

synergistically at a number of locations. (LG,1993,p.4)

Battle Labs will provide the tools and standards to 0

simulate activities at a high level of real .sn, from theaters

of war to factories and manufacturing processes. To date, the

mechanism for entry into the synthetic battlefields has been 0

through a few notted simulators and individual workstations.

These will be greatly expanded in the 1990s to include the

reconfiqurable BDS-D simulators that will provide mixes of 0

real ranges, virtual simulations and aggregated constructions

- wargane representations. Multipurpose surrogates, such as

SAFOR supported by computer emulation, will allow soldiers to

participate or to be simulated in battles, as appropriate. 0

(BLG, 1993,p. 6)

Simulation tools and methodologies housed by Battle Labs

offer industry a new area of innovative development that has 0

potential far beyond its military application. Of particular

interest is the use of concurrent engineering principles to

reduce development time and speed the acquisition process. 0

Virtual prototypes will be produced, so design and

manufacturing tradeoffs can be evaluated. Eventually the

manufacturing process, the military system, and the system's
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performance may all be modeled and refined before the first

piece of hardware is built. (ULG,1993,p.6)

Synthetic environments viii not completely replace

hardware demonstrations as a means of introducing new

capabilities to the user. However, given the increased costs

of hardware development and test, contrasted with the

decreased costs and increasing fidelity of reconfigurable

simulators, the emphasis will certainly shift over time.

(DLG,1993,p.7)

Battle Labs vwil help prepare the Army for the challenges

of the next century. Unlike the manpower-intensive Louisiana

Maneuvers of the 1940s, simulation and Battle Labs will afford

a basis for the Louisiana Maneuvers of the 1990s and beyond.

(Ross, 1993, p. 18)

0. ZOUISIAN MANEUVRS

The term Louisiana Maneuvers (LAN) refers to the large-

scale military exercises carried out by Army General George

Marshall in the pine forest of Louisiana in 1941 to prepare

the fledgling American Army for combat in World War I1.

Today's version of the maneuvers is intended to help prepare

the Army to fight battles beyond the year 2000.

(Holzer, 1993,p. 36)

Relying heavily upon simulation and modeling technologies,

senior Army leaders will use LAM as a tool to help save money

by speeding the introduction of promising new weapon systems.
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This is derived from quickly weeding out unworkable concepts,

aiding in the developuent of nov doctrine and generally

guiding the Army as it reshapes itself for meeting post cold-

war missions. (Holzer,1993,p.36)

To accomplish this goal the Army intends to rely upon LAN

exercises that allow the Service to consider alternative types

of weapons. According to Army Chief of Staff General Gordon

Sullivan;

You need to know that we will use simulation techniques
throughout the Army's acquisition process. We will
determine needs in large-scale, simulation-supported
exercises that allow us to consider alternative solutions
that meet our needs. We will use drawings, diagrams and
3-dimensional models generated by computers, put them in
constructive or virtual environments, and compare
alternatives both technically and tactically.

The most promising technologies will be tested by real
soldiers, first in reconfigurable crew stations (BDS-D),
then in full scale simulations (LAN). Final designs,
production and assembly steps will also be simulated in
virtual factories before actual prototypes are made. Then
the actual and virtual prototypes will be exercised
simultaneously to discover potential problems before
production begins. Tactics, techniques, and procedures
are also developed along with the system so that the
system is fully ready for use when produced.
(Sullivan, 1993) S

President Clinton, in his State of the Union Address,

vowed that the men and women who serve under the American flag

will be the best trained, best equipped, best prepared

fighting force in the world. The current leadership of the

Army is intent on using LAN - conducted by the Battle Labs,
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exploiting tchnologies such as DIS, DSZ, Janus .AMON, and

3DS- - as their vehicle to sustain such a force.

SO
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v. aairaTz8

A. ZU'rmoDUCYzoU

This chapter contains analysis of identified shortcomings

in the Army's current acquisition structure to ascertain

whether or not X&S can enhance the process. The hypothesis is

that modeling and simulation can provide the underlying

foundation for the forthcoming acquisition revolution.

Analysis will be conducted in the form of an Acquisition

Programmatics Appraisae', in Section 3; an evaluation of the

Army's Organizational Mission Posture, Section C; followed by

an Army Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Assessment,

Section D. Section E provides an Analysis Summary to lend

continuity for the Conclusions and Recommendations that follow

in Chapter V7.

3. AC•UZSIYOaN 103ARY1C3 APPiaXSAa

Kaoru Ishikawa, one of Japan's leading experts in quality

assurance declares that "no amount of inspection or process

control can compensate for an inferior designs (Ishikava,

1985,p.77).

Yet, the conclusions from the GAO report on acquisition

reform state that the major problem in the acquisition process

is the lack of new product requirements definition to

facilitate a comprehensive design. What is it about DoD's
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acquisition process that keeps leading us down a continuous

path of poor product performance coupled with cost and

schedule overruns? Ns. Preston, the Deputy Under Secretary of

Defense for Acquisition reform states:

We have today an acquisition system that evolved through
the adoption of a myriad of rules, regulations, and laws
that were intended to address a particular problem or
public interest. The combined net effect of those rules, 0
regulations, and lavs is a system whose costs exceed any
demonstrable benefit. (Preston,1993,p.3)

Former ASA(RDA) Stephen Conver illustrated the monetary

impact of Ms. Preston's assessment in saying that, *Between 60 0

to 70 cents of our acquisition dollar goes to process cost and

only 40 to 30 cents towards the product. We owe the taxpayers

more for their dollar". (Conver,1992) 0

The Comptroller General of the United States asks:

Why, with an increased emphasis on sound development and
testing of weapons, do we still witness major commitments
to programs, such as the B-2 bomber and the Airborne Self- 0
Protection Jan-er, without first demonstrating the system
will meet critical performance requirements? Why, with
improved cost-estimating policies and procedures, do we
still see the unit costs of weapon systems such as the C-
17 transport doubling? Why, with the increased emphasis
on developing systems that can be efficiently produced and
supported, do we have weapons such as the Advanced Cruise
Missile and Apache Helicopter, that encounter costly
production and support problems? (GAO,1992,pg.1)

Secretary of Defense Perry states that the acquisition

process is flawed in fundamental ways. "It's flawed at the

very beginning in determining the so-called requirements of a
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system, in that it deliberately isolates the requirements

process from technical and program realities" (Perry,1987).

What Mr. Perry is referring to is the Research and

Advanced Technology portion of the acquisition cycle. The

user generally develops the system's Operational Requirements

Document during Phase 0 of the acquisition cycle, independent 0

of both program management and industry. If the concept

successfully passes the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) at MS

1, then and only then, is a program manager's office

established to further develop the system. This represents a

major transfer of responsibility and data from the combat

developer (user), having defined the operational requirements

of the system, to the materiel developer (AMC and program

manager) who further develop the concept through Phase I and

beyond.

It is at this point, Phase I, that design approaches and

parallel technologies are pursued within the system concept.

Supportability and manufacturing process design considerations

are to be integrated into the system design effort early to

preclude costly redesign efforts downstream in the process.

Prototyping, testing, and early operational assessment of

critical systems, subsystems, and components will be

emphasized to insure that the system will function as required

in its operational environment. If all proves successful then

the system is given approval by the DAB at MS I1 for

development approval.
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Is the above described process meeting our current

procurement needs? If the acquisition process is still

functioning efficiently as some still suggest why do we keep

coming back to questions along the lines of the Comptroller

General? The research conducted on acquisition programmatics

identified, and analyzed, the following four areas:

"* Lack of integration among acquisition participants.

"* Inadequate knowledge within the Army in the potential, and
application, of computer and N&S technologies.

"* Improper acquisition cost allocation and funding.

"* Difficulty with technology transfer from concept to
production.

1. Lack of integration among aoquisition vartioipants

Chapter 1II, Section B, illustrates how the current

acquisition process is both segregated and sequential. The

decision making support system depicted in Figure 9 is

indicative of this segregate nature. The Venn diagram shows

the requirements process interfacing with acquisition

management, and acquisition management interfacing with the

PPBS and so forth. Figure 9 focuses on the middle of the Venn

diagram, where the concurrent integration of R&D should take .

place. This is not addressed in the DoD 5000.1.

Filling this integration void will require a facility
SI

to house both the personnel and M&S assets required to conduct

R&D in an integrated fashion. (Ferguson,1993)
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General Franks, Commander of TRADOC, realized this

requirement when he established the six Battle Labs under his

INTEGRATED
ACQUISITION

---iml ---------

Figure 9 Integration Void

command. The value of Battle Labs is explained by Dr. George

Singley, the Army's Deputy Assistant Secretary for Research

and Technology;

in the past weave had engineers and scientist in our labs
and centers who knew a particular technology as well as
anyone in industry who was leading in that area of
research. But in most cases, they didn't have a good feel
for what the impact of technology would be in terms of
operational capability, or at least be able to articulate
it. on the other side, we've had combat development
organizations who thoroughly understood combat
developments, but who had not spent much time in the
acquisition community -r in the laboratories. So you had
a gap in terms of knowledge, skills, abilities, and
vision. The Battle Labs are an opportunity to integrate
these folks, along o ith industry, and allow them tore
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iterate in a constructive environment. A fully developed
Battle Lab concept will undoubtedly shorten the front and
of the acquisition cycle. Computer simulations alone, to
say nothing of enhanced cooperation among the various
labs, combat arms, and industry, will allow for quicker,
more effective trade-off studies. The result will be
clearer requirements in less time. (Slear,1992,pg.6)

With Dr. Singley controlling the 6.1-6.3A RDT&E

funding for the Army, such statements lend the needed support

to get this innovative and integrated approach established

within the Battle Labs and the Army as a whole. With respect

to requirements generation it appears no other agency or

command within the Army has the potential that can rival that

of the Battle Labs. If integrated acquisition is the way of

the future, Battle Labs, and its simulation capabilities, have

the highest probability of success for integrating the

required entities of the requirements generation process.

2. inadequate Computer Fundamentals Within the Army

Computer systems are becoming a predominant part of

our major weapon systems. But the requisite knowledge of how

to manage and develop these high-tech systems has yet to be

established. This is particularly the case for the software

of a system. In his address to the acquisition students at S

the Naval Postgraduate School, Major General Dewitt T. Irby,

Program Executive Officer for Arr_ý Aviation Systems claimed,

"Show me a program in trouble and I'll show a program with

software problems" (Irby,1993).
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Although software is critical to successfully meeting

the cost, schedule, and performance objectives of major

defense programs, the defense acquisition community has

perceived software as secondary to hardware and as a lower

priority during development. Viewing software as something

that can be fixed later, program managers generally have not 0

become involved in software development until software

problems affect a system's cost, performance, or schedule;

usually just before or during operational testing. Because 0

DoD has not effectively balanced the hardware and software

requirements of defense systems during development, software

is generally immature when certified as ready for operational
0

testing. (GAO,1993,p.4)

During the period 1986 to 1989, over 90 percent of

delays in Army Initial Operational Test were the result of

embedded software which was not yet able to support system •

functions (Paul,1992,p.40). In 1989 the Army established the

Software Test & Evaluation Panel (STEP) to address the problem

of delays in Army system operational test caused by immature

software. STEP attributes this phenomenon to the following:

Various studies have shown that most errors in operational
software programs are caused by incorrect or ambiguous
statements of requirements for the target system and user.
Most of the errors exhibited in fielded software can be
traced not to actual engineering defects, but to
programmer's misunderstanding of the system and user
requirements. STEP has proposed to reduce the number of
these software errors through improved procedures to
define user requirements for Army software products.
(Paul,1992,p.41)
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The Army must educate its personnel with the required

computer knowledge to establish a base of computer skills that

will preclude such errors in the future. Without this

knowledge the Army appears to keep repeating such mistakes.

In his article "Software Crisis - Is It a Matter of

Guts Management?" Robert L. Glass contends that programs that

are managed by people lacking in hardware/software 5

fundamentals are doomed for problems. Glass states;

We simply do a bad job of estimating how long it will take
to build software. It is obvious that poor estimation of
requirements will cause poor cost and schedule
performance. We can't meet schedule and budget goals
because we are working to estimates that were never valid
to begin with. But what about unreliability? I would
assert that troubled software projects, finding themselves
badly behind schedule skimp on testing and release buggy
software because it is their only hope of catching up.
(Glass, 1993,p.27)

As the knowledge regarding computer technology

increases, appropriate applications of N&S technologies can 0

produce the level of requirements definition in system

software that will generate realistic cost, performance and

schedule baselines prior to the start of Phase II. A true

commitment to educating the appropriate personnel is a must if

progress in software requirements is to be made.
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3. Improper Aoquisition Cost Ullloation and Funding

a. cost AllocatIon

The early part of the requirements definition and

acquisition process is highly leveraged. This is where X&S

can make major impacts in optimizing and streamlining systems

procurement. Experience shows that, at the transition from

technology developuent to KS 11, only about 10 percent of the

system's life cycle cost has been spent. However, decisions

have been made that predetermine the remaining 90 percent of

the system's life cycle cost (Figure 10). (BLG,1993,p.2)

08COST ALLOCATION
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Figure 10 Cost Jllocation

It is the contention of this thesis that X&S can

make the most dramatic impact in this highly leveraged early

part of the acquisition process by affording a greater
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capability to define requirements and determine costs.

Through X&S more R&D answers can be obtained in the critical

first 10 percent which will more accurately analyze and

forecast the cost and performance factors for the remaining 90

percent.

An example that displays this leveraging potential

involves battle tank prototypes. In 1984, evaluations of

possible improvements on the Mi Abrams tank were carried out

by using real tanks in a live environment. The effort took 24

months and cost $40 million. A later effort in 1986 used a

modified aircraft dome simulator, took only six months and

cost $1 million. In 1992, using DIS four variations of the Xl

Abrams were operated against potential threats, taking only

three months and costing $640,000. (Borry,1992)

Yet this portion of the acquisition cycle has

historically been hurried through and underfunded in attempts

to get a production commitment from Congress.

GAO's recent report on weapons acquisition

reinforces this assertion by stating;

As a program proceeds through development, the disposition
for sponsors to present program information optimistically
and to protect the program against disruption intensifies.
This behavior is necessary to overcome the numerous
challenges a program faces as it commands increasing funds
and faces potential criticism. At the same time, program
support grows because more acquisition participants have
become active sponsors and because the time and money
invested have built a compelling argument for continuing
the program. Together, these factors compliment the
initial efforts to push the program and begin to pull it
through the acquisition process. They enable the program
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to develop Oa life of its own' and to become its own
objective. Thus, even when the very underpinnings of a
program are badly shaken, very strong arguments are made
by participants at all levels to continue the program as S
planned. This is particularly true for programs that have
entered the engineering and manufacturing phase (Phase II)
by which time it is generally conceded that the programs
are committed to production. Ironically, if a weapon has
serious problems, these problems are most likely to
surface during this phase when the program has become
virtually unstoppable. (GAO, 1992,p.46)

Traditional problems of cost and schedule overruns

coupled with the lack of accurate requirements are still

prevalent in the acquisition system. This lends credence to

the argument that a redistribution of life cycle cost are in

order. It also falls in line with the adage, "we can't afford

to build it right the first time but we can afford all the S

retrofits and modifications stemming from inadequate

requirements and an inferior design."

The technological capabilities within our M&S

assets can revolutionize the way we conduct the first two

phases of the acquisition process. With the aid of N&S, a

system can more accurately be evaluated in pre-milestone II

efforts thereby reducing the overall cost of a weapon system

by more accurately defining requirements and optimizing the

design.

b. FUnding

Analysis of the RDT&E budget is required to see if

the Technology Base will support the M&S analysis in the

development portion of the acquisition cycle. The RDT&E
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budget is decreasing but is this in the form of vertical cuts

to support these emerging NXS technologies? Figure 11 lends

pessimism to the prospect of the RDT&E base supporting XIS

through the development portion of Program 6 funding.

ARMY RDTM& BUDGET
FY91-FY94
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Pigure 12 RDT&3 Budget 1-19I-FY94

Exploratory and Advanced Development are the most

critical portions of the RDT&E Budget for supporting the

requirements generation process. Figure 11 also reveals that S

both these accounts have declined over the past three years

10.1 and 26.6 percent respectively. Even more indicative of

the Army's inability to promote its M&S efforts is the

elimination of all funding under the Modeling and Simulation

Authorization Line.
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The Amy has been able to sustain its current H&S

efforts by channelling funding from other accounts. This

method of financing leads to piecemeal procurements that

continue to contribute to the lack of interoperability that

currently exists within the Army's M&S assets.

A classic quote from the movie 'The Right Stuff' S

states, "no bucks no Duck Rogers". The same may hold true for

the prospect of a robust XiS architecture. Battle Labs and

U&S have been able to obtain funding directly from program

managers and other sources but its standing in the FYDP has

all but diminished. According to Rear Admiral (Pet.)

Nilligan, former Budgeting Officer for the Department of the

Navy, "Acquiring and maintaining funding in the FYDP requires

a great deal of planning and a high degree of gamesmanship.

Thos, who don't survive in the FYDP usually don't survive*

(Nilligan,1994). •

Long term RDT&E funding is critical to procuring

the required M&S hardware and software assets. Although way

behind the power curve there are some indications that funding

relief may be in sight. In the National Defense Authorization

Act for FY 1994 the Senate Armed Services Committee

recommended the following;

The committee is pleased by the progress the Army has made
in advancing the state-of-the-art in advanced distributed
simulation. The Army has demonstrated that simulation can
be a valuable tool for enabling the Army Battle Labs to
evaluate the military worth of promising technology and
new concepts of warfighting. The committee supports the
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Army initiative to involve industry and academia in the
Battle Lab simulation process. Given the progress made in
this effort and the positive public statements of the
senior Army leadership regarding the worth of this
program, the committee is perplexed to find that no
funding has been budgeted to continue the program. The
commie.tee recommends $10.0 million for the program and
reduces the funding of other Army programs by the same
amount. (SASC,1993,p.68)

It is interesting to note that even at the Senate

Armed Services Committee that individuals are perplexed that

programs as important as M&S and Battle Labs can be omitted

from the budget. There is an error in strategic planning if

the Army expects to fully implement the capabilities of N&S

and Battle Labs without establishing funding through the

appropriate means. For a&S to reach its full potential it

must be firmly rooted in the Future Years Defense Plan.

4. Tchnology Transfer Prom Concept to Production

The Congress of the United States' Office of

Technology Assessment (OTA) proclaimed that in today's

technology intensive environment the ability of an

organizat- n to compete and win is highly dependent on its

ability to discover, develop, and apply advances in science

and technology to its systems and products. Success in that

endeavor depends, in turn, on the ability mf the organization

to plan its technology investment strategy, marshal the

resources to support it, and build and sustain a technology .

base vital enough to produce the needed advances.

(eTA, 1989,p. 41)
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Continuity of technology transfer from concept to

production is a must for an acquisition strategy that is S

progressive in nature; evolving from S&T, to ATD's, to systems

application. This continuity must be established in areas of

facilities, personnel and resources, and documentation. 0

a. FacilIties

The research conducted found that the TRADOC Battle

Labs offer the Army integrated facilities where combat and

materiel developers, industry, and academia may interact on

the acquisition process. The evolution of this acquisition

process must span across the areas of Basic Research (6.1

funds), Exploration Development (6.2 funds), and Advanced

Development (6.3 funds). This span, in terms of facilities

and agencies, may typically evolve through the boundaries of

the Advanced Fasearch Projects Agency, the Army Research

Laboratory (ARL), to the effected branch of the Army, or

Battle Labs, for Advanced Development. For Battle Labs to

meaningfully contribute the acquisition process in the future,

they must have *Basic Research" facilities that can be readily

accessed.

The agencies mentioned need not be co-located if

they can be interactive for concurrent development efforts. 0

Through DIS, the location of facilities becomes less and less

important. If the organization is structured to permit the
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necessary exchange of research and support, continuity is

maintained as the program evolves.

b. Frxonnoel and Resources

A strong development program must link the S&T

personnel to the developers and to the ultimate user of the

cystems. Senior leaders within the Army intervieved for this

thesis pointed to Battle Labs to provide that process

continuity. Both General Saint, the former Commander of the

U.S. Army Europe, and Lieutenant General Forster, the Military

Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of the Army for RD&A, both

had strong opinions in favor of the Battle Labs.

General Saint stated;

The soldier must be brought in from the start and not just
as a validation source at the end of the acquisition
process. We must start and end our the acquisition cycle
based on the needs and inputs fromo'ur soldiers and I feel
the Battle Labs vill contribute nignificantly in that
fashion. (Saint, 1993)

While LTG Forster addressed the continuity factor

specifically;

Battle Labs bring the user and buyer together early on in
the acquisition process. Before Battle Labs, once the ROC
and the RFP vere vritten the combat developer was long
forgotten. Now they vill remain in the loop to model Pre-
Planned Product Improvements and continuing upgrades to
the system. This lends continuity to the process that was
lost in earlier years. (Forster,1993)

With the promise that Battle Labs display it was

interesting to find that the host centers for the Battle Labs
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are not allocated any personnel or resources to staff them.

Almost all of the personnel within the Battle Labs are

transfers from the host center's combat developments. This

equates to a very small organic staff for the Battle Labs.

"Battle labs are not resources," insists Colonel Don Kerr,

director of the Depth and Simultaneous Attack Lab at Fort

Sill, OK. "Our mission is to try to leverage off someone

else's work. I only have eight guys here full-time, so we'll

be pulling in the experts." (Slear,1992,p.5)

Lack of personnel dedicated to the Battle Labs

could prove detrimental to the continuity of the acquisition

process if this facility cannot be adequately staffed with

qualified personnel. In a zero-gain Army, this equates to

these personnel being staffed at the expense of another

organization. The research indicated that there was a

substantial overlap in the Concepts and Studies, and M&S

portions of Combat Developments and Battle Labs. Much can be

gained by combining these Combat Developments personnel and

resources with Battle Labs.

First, Battle Labs would gain additional resources

in terms of personnel, equipment, and funding to support its

base of operation. Secondly, Battle Labs, conducting analysis

under one of the six battlefield dynamics, will produce a

better integrated solution than a parochial laden center.

Lastly, it reduces yet another layer of organizational
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structure that requires overhead, integration, and support far

beyond any demonstrable measure.

a. Documentatlon

The Office of Technology Assessment found that none

of the Services possess a formal written document outlining

the prerequisite procedures for successful technology transfer

(OTA,1989,p.54). If the Army has an acquisition plan for the

efficient evolution of data from basic research to systems

application, it is not known by any of the individuals

interviewed or found in any source documents. In fact, the

only documentation found (OTAs) cites the contrary to any such

plan.

Getting a program approved through Milestone I S

requires a miniAum of fourteen major reports, documents, and

analysis. For Milestone I1 the total is nineteen. Attempting

to capture the consolidated performance of a program is very 0

difficult in such a myriad of assorted paperwork. Serious

reduction of the number of required reports to facilitate the

acquisition of a system is in order.

Recent trends show that the number of COZAs

performed by the Army is decreasing while the number ATDs is

increasing. This is to be expected given the new acquisition

strategy focusing on technology demonstrations. How can the 0

research from the ATDs be efficiently incorporated into the

required documentation of a system without losing continuity

S
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of the data during the transfer? Having the required

documentation of an ATD be aligned with acquisition documents

such as the COEA is worth consideration. Or, with the

distributed capabilities of computer technology, establish a

database account for all research conducted on a specific

technology or system. These data can then be accessed when

developing the required documentation for a weapon system.

This would ensure that all documents and data are contained

within the *entire scope of research" enabling full and

consistent analysis.

While outside the scope of this thesis a worthwhile

endeavor would be to pursue the effectiveness of an enhanced

and expanded COEA. With the ability through K&S to make

accurate operational effectiveness and cost projections, many

current supporting documents could be incorporated into this

enhanced COEA to provide more continuity and centralization to

the documentation process.

C. CI•RANZATONML XIBSOION P08 UR

For modeling and simulation to be effective the Army

organizational structure must acquire, integrate, and support

X&S technologies throughout the acquisition community. The

major commands within the Army have different primary

interests for the use of these technologies and in the means

to support them. From an acquisition point of view, these

interests may not be supportive of one another.
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Organizational mission posture is addressed from the

following three perspectives. First, is the optimal mix of

M&S resources being acquired by the Army? Secondly, are these

N&S resources aligned with the appropriate commands, in terms

of mission and support, or can a better alignment of these

technologies be made? Lastly, is every organization capable S

of performing its assigned mission in live, virtual, or

constructive simulation environments?

1. Mae Optimisation

The Distributive Interactive Simulation Modernization

Plan, dated 17 Nay 1993, asserts that, "everything but combat

is simulation" (DIS MODPLAN,1993). This is becoming an ever

more popular theme throughout the Department of Defense as

researchers and scientists attempt to retain their analytical

capability in times of dwindling resources. As the Army

transforms into the age of simulation, it must not forget the 0

regulatory and organization frameworks that bind our

acquisition process, and the reasons they were originally

established. The goal of any acquisition simulation

architecture, within the Army, should be to support and

streamline the acquisition process; not to circumvent it.

As discussed previously, simulation in the Army is

comprised of one, or a combination of, the following three 0

environments: Live Simulation is defined as operations with

real troops and equipment in the field; Virtual Simulation

S
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consists of systems and troops in simulators fighting on

synthetic battlefields; and Constructive Simulation is the use

of wargames, models and analytical tools.

Given the above definitions, if the Army's true

philosophy is, "anything but combat is simulation", then the

question is not "Do we use simulation?", but rather "What type

of simulation do ve use?".

Under this philosophy how ve procure and test our

weapon systems becomes a matter of balancing our simulation

assets; a ratio of live, virtual, and constructive

environments. This warrants trying to find an optimal ratio

between the three simulation environments that will provide 0

the greatest return for the acquisition dollar. Without this

prerequisite knowledge of requirements, the fragmented

procurement of simulation technologies will most likely fall

short of the Army"s needs.

The high demand for simulation is being fueled by the

decreasing amount of dollars being spent on defense. Live

slation is very costly but yields a high degree of fidelity

and definition in terms of analytical feedback. Virtual

Simulation is not nearly as costly (in terms of time, people,

equipment, and money) as live simulation but in most cases

does not yield the same degree of analytical definition.

Constructive Simulation provides a high level of post

processed data, at a very low cost, but lacks the man-in-the-

loop input to capture more of the humanistic factors of
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analysis. The objective nov becomes to find an optimal mix

betveen these three environments that vill meet the Army's

acquisition needs. The solution to this optimization is found

in basic economic theory (Figure 12). (Gates,1993)

M&S OPTIMIZATION I

VU290L AM

Figure 12 EconoXic Theory to 33 0ptimisatiom

Given the current budgetary constraints facing the

Army what combination of these three assets provides the

greatest analytical return? The Army can afford to buy

combinations at point A or point A', but it can do better.

Consider point B, where the ratio is on the highest possible

indifference curve (curve D), given our budget constraint.

All points on indifference curve C are outside the budget

constraint, so the Army cannot afford them. Thus, Point 9

mas":.mizes our analytical utility subject to the indifference

curves (curves D & E) located within the budget constraint. •
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Note that even on the least costly curve (curve Z) that sole

reliance on either live or other-than-live simulation may fall

outside the Army's available resources.

It appears the Army has neither defined its total

simulation requirements, for the appropriate simulation

architecture, nor has it established a simulation budget

vithin the Future Years Defense Plan. Individual efforts have

been made in the Distributed Interactive Simulation and Battle

Lab Master Plans but this does not provide the total

requirements necessary when addressing the Army's overall

simulation network. The FY 1994 Army RDT&E Budget contains

$0.00 under its Modeling and Simulation Authorization Line.

Something is amiss.

Without sucks forecast and preplanning when and how

will the Army know when it has the optimum mix of simulation

asset? What are the criteria for successful implementation?

Procurement without a strategy, implementation plan, or budget

leads to fragmented, piecemeal purchases.

Currently, the number of Army M&S programs and

proposals far exceed the available resources to support them.

For the time being, the Army appears content to acquire its

M&S assets in a decentralized manner. For the Army to

successfully implement a strategy capable of fulfilling its

modeling and simulation needs it should consider doing so

under a centralized acquisition plan.
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2. msa alignment

The physical alignment of H&S assets throughout the

Army appears to be very logical. Since the predominant

mission of virtual, or BDS-D, simulators is training and

acquisition related, one expects to find these assets located

at TRADOC installations. The constructive models are

dispersed throughout the Army since they are used for anything

from combat developments to materiel analysis.

What is surprising is the proponent or ownership

relationship of the virtual simulators. All BDS-D simulators

are currently positioned at TRADOC installations, under the

proponency of AMC, STRICON, being run by a civilian

corporation, Loral. As might be expected this Government

Owned - Contractor Operated (GOCO) relationship is not popular

among some of the people in the TXADOC community. Loral was

facilitating and expeditious in support of this research but

some conducting business with them are quite frustrated.

At first glance it would seem to be simple enough to

place the control of these virtual assets under the control of

TRADOC and the user community. However, the ownership and

control of these simulators is quite valued.

With the Army downsizing Major Commands (MACO~s) are

laying claim to most anything that will keep them from

absorbing further reductions. These simulators are no

exception. In fact, many that were interviewed looked at this

as a major power struggle between TRADOC, AMC, and the Program S
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Executive Off iers. LTC Dowan stated, -TRADOC is anxious to

embrace battle Labs and BDS-D as a big player because it will

shift a major portion of the acquisition policy power to

TRADOC. For this very same reason PMs, AMC, and STRICOM, will

most likely postulate for status quo" (Bowen,1993). Colonel

P.J. Penny, the Director of Simulations at Fort Rucker was a

bit more direct, "Battle Labs will fail because PEOs and P1s

don't play in the process" (Penny,1993).

Colonel Penny's point is well taken. Most of the

aisalysis done in Battle Labs and BDS-D is in the area of ATDs

or requirements generation. This is prior to MS I and the

initiation of a program management office.

Modeling and simulation resources need to be

responsive to the user because streamlined acquisition is

dependent upon a more thorough requirements development

process. Therefore, realignment of the control of virtual M&S

assets is in order.

3. Mission Capability

Many in the Army are hesitant in the use of

simulation. Their concern is that simulation is a poor

substitute for live operations or testing. This is a

misconception in that virtual or constructive simulation is

not intended to replace live operations or testing (live

simulation). The attempt is to supplement live simulation

with less expensive simulation methods so when performing in 0
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environment, less iterations of this costly method are

required.

Figure 13 illustrates how variatlin, throughout the

acquisition process, can be reduced through the

supplementation of virtual and constructive simulation. This

reduction in variation is gained from the ability to test user 8

requirements in virtual and constructive environments prior to

production. Decreasing variation in the acquisition process

will produce reductions in both cost and schedule while more

efficiently meeting the userfs requirements.

K&S DXPACT'P
ON ZQUIRZsNT

I

I

Figure 13 I& ZXmpaots on aoquisition and Testing

However, the &pplication of M&S generates the question 0

of how organizations within the acquisition community are

resourced to perform their missions throughout three

simulation environments.
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The development. of each weapon system is a cycle of

requirements generation, system design, and system production,

with testing being an iterative process throughout the cycle.

This is depicted in the terms of an acquisition "loop" in

Figure 14. S

MISSION DEFINITION

CzzvD~ CLOSING THE L"X~

100

AW -A-AV4

Figure 14 Closing the acquisition Loop S

Acquisition organizations (TRADOC, AMC, and OPTEC) are

currently staffed to perform their mission in a "live"

simulation environment. This should not be surprising for

this is typically the way the Army has conducted business for

decades with the exception of the semantical transfer from

"live" to "live simulation".
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However, as the simulation environment transfers to

the *virtual" and "constructive" realms the organizational

level of preparedness for some in the acquisition community

begins to diminish. It is the independent testing portion of

this cycle or "loop" that is most dramatically impacted.

The operational testing community has a most difficukt

role in defining when, where and how it can participate

outside the live environment. Testers find themselves caught

between the live fire requirements within Title 10, the United

States Code, and the spiral of diminishing defense dollars.

This is a most dangerous position.

The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office is funding

simulation efforts throughout the Services to test the merits

of simulation and operational testing. Data are still

insuffici&nt to assess the current ability to utilize other-

than-live environments for operational testing. However, it

is only a matter of time until technology provides the

required simulation fidelity that will make virtual simulation

a viable alternative for some early and follow-on portions of

operational assessments.

At this juncture, how will the Army's operational

testing community be postured to perform its mission?

Requirements for independent testing will not vanish simply

because of increased transfer from live to virtual

environments. Rather, regulatory aiA organizational

requirements should be established for materiel development
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under each simulation environment to *close the acquisition

loop".

History has proven time and time again that human

nature is not capable of overcoming the conflict of interest

generated by combat and materiel developers conducting their

own operational tests. This should not be forgotten as some

senior leaders within Congress and the Army push for the

abolishment of the independent tester based on the new found

capabilities of simulation.

As the Army moves more and more towards the virtual

and constructive environments the merits of independent

testing should not be forgotten. There must be an accredited

means to accommodate the testing comounity in virtual and

constructive environments. The alternative to traditional

independent testing is systems being developed and

operationally tested, by the same command, in simulated

environments. This conflict of interest must be avoided at

all cost. The Army cannot afford to succumb to budgetary

pressures by abandoning independent touting in virtual and

constructive environments. The foresight of tomorrow's

operational testing requirements must be applied, now, if the

Army is to successfully operate across the simulation

continuum in the future.
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Assessing how far the Army has to go to bring this

simulation technology to fruition, requires a baseline of

current capability. Glenn Conrad, a systems engineer for

MITRE Corporation, s ay have best assessed the Army,'* current

status in converting to the high-tech arena when he stated,

"The Army seems intent on trying to impose amn met plan

on an organization that is not yet resourced to receive it"

(Conrad, 1993).

Many interviewed attributed the perceived NAB capability

that the Army has been given credit for to an extensive media-

blitz through military magazines, articles, journals and other

such related documents. The fact remains that the Army and

DOD are a ways off from harnessing these high-tech

capabilities in terms of both technology, and fiscal

resources. The media seems to be catching on.

between June and September of 1992, the Army ran a test

called the Synthetic Environment Experiment at Fort Knox,

Kentucky. The experiment pitted W, I. and K1A Abrams main

battle tanks against a force of "coupositeO enemy tanks in a

series of simulated engagements. There were two main thrusts

of the studiy. One was to compare the combat performance of

the MlA1, the Army's premier tank, with that of its successor,

the K1A2, which is scheduled to be fielded in December of

1995. The other was to evaluate the usefulness of simulation
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technology in improving the acquisition process.

(Maylor,1993,p.34)

The Synthetic Environment Experiment failed to show any

additional benefit derived from fielding the M1A2 tank. The

simulation technology vas lacking in sophistication and

resolution to replicate fully the modern battlefield and to

distinguish the difference between the tvo versions of the

Abrams. This fault is not as important when simulators are

used for training, for which 50S-D was originally designed.

However, this causes problems in the acquisition process

because weapons developers need precise data to design systems

and determine if planned Improvements will increase combat

effectiveness. (Naylor, 1993,p. 34)

LTC Hardy, the Army project officer for the experiment

stated that the Army did not come out of this experiment

feeling it had demonstrated U8 was not appropriate for

systems evaluation, rather officials now know where they

stand, and how far HIS has to go, before it can be of real

benefit to the acquisition community. (Naylor,1993,p.34)

Hardy did not predict how much time or money would be

required to overcome the technological hurdles currently in

the path of the acquisition-oriented simulation. However, LTC

Hardy stated, "The Army is developing a master plan, and a

modernization plan, which vill apply resources to fixing the

problems.... To the extent we can apply resources to these
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problems and deficiencies, then we11l be able to get where

weld like to go.* (Naylor,1993,p.34)

These stated deficiencies have yet to be defined and

incorporated into an ArMy R&S requirement. Acquisition N&S

amts are a conglomerate of interdependent technologies. As

such, the desLred capability of the end product should be

addressed as a system. Itf H& technologies aren't fielded

under centralized procurement, the Army may exhaust its

resources before obtaining the desired final product.

in an integrated acquisition environment strategic

investments into KID technologies should support the

requirements of the participants. In the Army, this rests

within defining mission needs, establishing realistic

requireaents, and ensuring an accurate design. nowever,

within industry the emphasis is quite different. This

contrasting relationship between the Army and industry is

illustrated in Figure 15.

Industry D&S participation at the beginning of the

acquisition cycle is low. As opposed to the Army, it is not

cost effective for industry to invest significant funding

until contract award appears imminent. This is reflected in

Figure 15 just prior to the KS UI timeframe. However, after

contract award at NS 11, industry N&S efforts start increasing

significantly in the form of computer-aided-design, computer-

aided-nanufacturing, and virtual simulators specifically

developed to support the product under development.
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To examples of these simulators are the McDonnell Douglas

AN-64 simulator caplex in Mesa, Arizona, and the Sikorsky

RANI-S6 simulator complex in Stratford, Connecticut.

M&S
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The AR-64 simulator has been instrumental in the Follow-'On

Test and Evaluation of the A5-64 and in contributing to the

applied technology transfer of the Longbow acquisition system

to the aircraft. It makes little sense for the Amy to spend

additional resources to procure this post-KS U1 capability

with this K&S capability already fielded and under contract.

The above contention is extremely relevant in defining the

X&S requirements for the Army. In the case of the Abrams tank

it is quite probable that the capabilities that LMC Hardy is
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in need of already reside vithin the capabilities of the

contractor for the Abrams.

Acquisition of any M&S assets should be pursued under the

auspices of integrated acquisition and dual use technology.

U&S requirements definition of the Army should consider the

resoUrce, residing withln all participantss of the Army

acquisition process. Within this consideration, the most

appropriate and beneficial area for the Army to procure

organic U&S assets is in the pro-MS 11 period. Post KS 11

efforts can be conducted in conjunction with the avarded

contractor to preclude the redundant procurement of I&S

assets.

Many of the Army's acquisition deficiencies can be

overcome by adopting a nore integrated approach to

acquisition. TRADOC's Battle Labs appear to have the greatest

potential for providing the required integratei capability.

However, Battle Labs lack the appropriate resources, mainly in

terms of personnel and the appropriate funding. If the vision

of integrating the Battle Labs throughout the acquisition

cycle is to reach fruition, a realignment of Army personnel

and funding is a must.

Additionally, organizations within the Army acquisition

comunity must be prepared to function in concert with all

three simulation environments. This requires the foresight to
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train personnel on the applicable computer skills in

conjunction with making regulatory and organizational

adjustments to accommodate emerging X&S technologies.

Finally, requirementa definition in support of the Army's

U&S architecture must be accomplished for the Future Years

Defense Plan. This should include the number and type of each

asset required to facilitate acquiring a complete NIS

architecture. Without this required analysis the Army stands

little chance of gaining Congressional support to fund future

X&S endeavors.
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This thesis focused on whether the Amy is postured in

terms- Of policy, technology, funding and organizational

structure to advantage the capabilities of current and

forthcoming K&S potential. Xn addition, the DoD 5000 series

and the Army acquisition organizational structure v-re

examined to determine whether or not their architecture would

house the future methods of conducting acquisition business.

The final area of analysis focused on the RDT&Z funding levels

provided for Amy K&S to see if this vould afford the

realization of the Amy's XIs vision.

Modeling and simulation provides the Army with a

revolutionary means to enhance the current acquisition

process. However, the segregate and sequential structure of

the current DoD 5000 series does not fully support the

concurrent and integrated requirements for acquisition

streamlining. Of major concern is the fact that the Army has

yet to establish support for XIS in the RDT&Z budget.

Realignment of assets and personnel within the current

Army acquisition organizational structura will provide a more

capable requirements generation process. Battle Labs are

TRADOC's current effort to establish this continuity base for
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the requirements generation process. However, Battle Labs

lack the authorized personnel and funding required to sustain

their progress in the future.

As Army acquisition organizations increasingly transfer to

the "virtual" and mconstructiveo ew•ironments, the

organizational mission capability for some in the acquisition

coumnity begins to diminish. The operational testing

community is most dramatically impacted. Testers find

themselves caught between the live fire requirements vithin

Title 10, the United States Code, and the spiral of

diminishing defense dollars. OPTZC has a most difficult role

in defining when, where, and how to participate outside the

live environment.

Finally, the number of Army M&S programs and proposals far

.exceed the available resources to support them. For the time

being, the Army appears content to acquire its M&S assets in

a decentralized manner.

a. s"acme €Ooc UJzoMs

The following specific conclusions contribute to the above

assessment:

"* The current DoD 5000 series is structured for a process
that is both segregate and sequential.

"* Modeling and simulation assets must be more responsive to
the requirements generation process if acquisition
streamlining is to be achieved.
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"* The current 10/90 percent cost allocation, at NS 11, does
not support an adequate requirements generation process.

"* Army X&S potential is most dramatic in the pro-KS ZZ
phases.

"* Post-KS I1 efforts can be conducted in conjunction with
the awarded contractor to preclude the redundant
procurement of UIS assets.

"* Required computer knowledge and skills, within the Army,
are insufficient to support both the software technology
the Army is producing, and, the UIS technology that
supports the Army acquisition process.

"* Battle Labs lack the authorized personnel and funding
required to sustain their progress in the future.

"e The Army's Exploratory and Advanced Development Accounts
have decreased 10.1 and 26.6 percent respectively. Zero
dollars were allotted for XIS in FY 1994. Lack of funding
in the RDT&Z budget. seriously jeopardizes RMS's capability
to support the Army acquisition process in the future.

"* The degree to which X&S will impact the Army acquisition
process is dependent on how well UIS and Battle Labs are
represented in the Future Years Defense Plan.

c. 1 4 L9m ý lzoug

Implementation of the following recommendations should

enable XIS to impact beneficially on the Army acquisition

process:

e The Concepts and studies, and 3&3 sections of Combat
Developments should be consolidated with the Battle Lab
network to enhance the Army's remu1iaments generation
process. Battle Labs provide an integrated environment
where XI&S assets can most beneficially Impact the Army
acquisition process. Consolidation would provide three
major enhancements to the requirements generation process.
First, Battle Labs would gain significant resources in
terms of personnel, equipment, and funding. Secondly,
Battle Labs, conducting analysis under the umbrella of
battlefield dynamics, will produce a better integrated
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solution than a parochial laden center. Lastly, it
reduces yet another layer of organizational structure that
requires overhead, integraticn, and support far beyond any
demonstrable measure.

"* Continuity of technology trunsfer, from concept to
production, should be established In terms of
documentation. Research from the ATDs must be efficiently
incorporated into the required documentation for a system.
Saving the required documentation of an ATD align vith
other acquisition documents, such as the COU, is
essential. Or, establish a consolidated database account
for all research conducted on a specific technology or
system. These data can then be accessed when developing
the required documentation for a veapon system. This
would ensure that all documents and data contain the
*entire scope of research* and not just fragmented
portions; enabling full and consistent analysis.

"e lursuit of an enhanced and empanded COMD should be
initiated. Through X&B, the ability to make accurate COIA
projections dramatically increases. This affords the
opportunity to consolidate many current supporting
documents into an enhanced CORA to provide more continuity
and centralization to the documentation process.

"* The AM should develop a contralised procurement plan
that indezes implementation of an acquisition Mao
strategy. This plan should consider increasirg MIS
efforts, prior to KS XI, to enhance requirements
generation. In addition to N&S procurement, this plan
must consider the personnel training requirements for the
use of high technology modeling and simulation assets.

"e The operational testing onemunity should be accredited in
virtual and constructive onvironments. As the Army
increases its efforts in virtual and constructive
environments the merits Cf independent testing should not
be forgotten. The alternative to traditional independent
testing is a system being developed, and operationally
tested, by the same command, in simulated environments.
This conflict of interest must be avoided at all cost.
The Army cannot afford to succumb to budgetary pressures
by abandoning independent testing in virtual and
constructive environments. Tomorrov's operational testing
requirements must be addressed, now, if the Army is to
successfully operate across the simulation continuum in
the future.
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A2 * * * e 9 e . * Antiw-Arlsor
ALE . . .. . .0. . . .0 ArmyAcquisoiti•on Eecutive
ADATS-A . o A~qL and Dev of Threat Simulators Activity
An . . . . . . . . . .. t.. . . Attack Nelicepter
ARC.. . . . , . . . ., . . . Materiel Coin nd
ANA .. . . .Army materiel Systm Analysis Activity
ARL . * * * * * * : . .: : e o . . Army Research Laboratory
ARP& . . . ... Advanced Research ProJects Agency
An . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Secretary of the Army
ASh (RD&A) .... AS& (Research, Develomn & Acquisition)

SARC _ . Amy Systems iti=on Review council
ATCOU . . ...... . . Av ation and Troop Cmmand
ATD . * . . . .Advanced Technology Deamostration

308-D . o Battlefield Distributed Simulation - Developmental
ZLG . . .. .0 . . . . . . . . . . . UBattle Labs Guide
CCT . . . . . . . . . . . . Close Combat Tactical Trainer
C...... .. . . . . . % Combat Developments
C........ . . Concept Zvaluation Program
COnL . . Cost and Operational If fect.veness Analysis

S.. . . . . . D efense Acq uisition Board
DACK. a . . Director, Acquisition Career Management
018 . ..... Distributed Interactive Simulation

O . . . . . . . Defense Modeling and Simulation Office
DoD. . * o * o . . . . .. . Department of Defense
DG . . . . . * a . .. .. .. . . Defense Planning Guide
0D1..... . ..&.&. . Defense Simulation Internet
DUSA . . . . . .. . Deputy Under Secretary cf the Army
DUSA(OR) . . . . . . . . o . . . DUSA (Operations Research)

Y . ... .. ........... Fiscal Year
"FMP. . . 0 0 . .0 ..... .0 ture Years Defense Program

GhO * . . . . * . Governmen Accounting office
GCoc 0 . 0 . . . oenmn we Contraco Operated

13X . . institute of Zlectrical and Electronic ngineers

1ST . . . . . . . . . institute for Simulation and Training

JUTNR *.............. Joint Test and Rvaluation

LAN . * * . ..*. . . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana Maneuvers
LAN .9. .e . . .9 . . . . . .e * . . . . . Local Area Netwvork
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LTG .. . . . . . Lieutenant General

MIS. ..... . .0 Modeling and Simulation
M . ..... . Mission Area Analysis
MACON * * * . * .o . . . .* e .e . . . . . . Major Command
RICON * .*. . .* * * * e e % e * . . . . . Missile Command
MILDXP e * * * & . * 9 s. * . 9 . . . . . Military Deputy
IUS % e . * e * e * * e * . * . . . . Mlssion Need StateAment

HS* **e ** *9 .... .... . .. . .. Mitlestone

O&M * o e * a. . . . . . . .* . Operations and maintenance
ONC . . .*.. .. . . Operational Evaluation Command
on .0. .... Office of Management and ludget
OPTC . . . . . . . Operational Test and Evaluation command
ORD . .. .... .. Operational Requirements Document
OSD .... .. .... Oftice of the Secretary of Defense
OTiE .... .... . Operational Test and Evaluation
OTZA .0. . . . . . . Operational Test and Evaluation Agency

IOU * 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 40 0 0*** .. Protocol Data 'Unit
P20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 . Progra Executive Officer
Ps * * . . . Probability of Sit
x -a..... . Probability of Rill
PH . . . .0 0 0 0 0 o Program Manager
Pon 0 * 0 0 0 0 . . Program Objective Memoranda
PPW ***.* Pla.nning Prograking and Budgeting System

R&D .* * * * * o e o * * e .. . . Research and Development
RAS . . . . . . . . . . Reconnaissance and Attack Helicopter
UDEC . . Research, Development and Engineering Center
RDTGiR . . . . . . Research, Development, Test & Evaluation

SIT * a e * e a e e e * * * % . . . . Science and Technology
SAPOR. * * ** e a *e e * Semi-AutomatedForce"
SDUUT * 0 0 0 0 0 . ..S imulation Metwork
STP a * * * * * a . .0 * Softwtare Test & Evaluation Panel
STRICOK . . Simulation, Training and Instrumentation Command

TIE. * * a * * *e.*%.ee *o. Test and Evaluation
TACON *e. .* .e* *e..* *. Tank and Automotive Cconkand
TDCOM * * e * e a . . * * * o o Test and Evaluation Command
TW 0 * * * 0 * * * * * 0 Test and Evaluation Master Plan
TEXCOK . . . . . . . . . . Test and Exprimentation Command
TRAC * * * * 0e* * * * * e . TRADOC Analysis Command
TRADOC * o * o 9 * * * * Training and Doctrine Command
TSM * * * . * .* .* o e o . .. TRADOC System Manager

VV&A . . . . . Verification, Validation, and Accreditation
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